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Thanks so much for all your labors of love that you give to
the Lord and to us "students". I've thoroughly enjoyed the
courses that I've done so far. I'm glad we met at the ISOM
conference.
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,. Greetings in the name of Jesus our King! 

CTS exists to train and nurture a more consistent first century Jesus modelled culture of worldwide discipleship. Our 

degrees are based on a core teaching of theology and Biblical studies. As a Seminary, we believe that the proper biblical 

foundation of God's word is paramount to a better Christian worldview in all areas of instruction whether it be emphasis 

in Theology, Counseling, Education, Missions, or any other types of Ministries. 

--- OUR CORE COMMITMENTS: 

- Biblical Studies aimed at cultivating a discipleship culture

-Affordable Options including Grants, Financial Aid, and Payment Plans

-Online, Cohort, and Traditional in person (brick and mortar) learning

-An Evangelical (western Orthodox) Christian and Spirit Filled Approach

We believe CTS bridges the gap between the first century church and the great commission to make disciples and todays 

ongoing need for "all in" disciples of Christ as an image bearer living out the calling of the priesthood of believers. The 

New Testament gives us a model that many of the servant leaders of the first church (such as Paul) spent nearly 14 years 

in training in which they studied the scripture daily in a community wholly dedicated to the fellowship of believers and 

discipleship_ They would rely on the spirit and body of Christ to mentor them through humble shepherds to eventually be 

sent out and multiply the model that they were trained under giving way to the increasing church of Christ. At CTS we still 

believe that model is the plan for discipleship and have dedicated our lives to the pursuance of the calling. We hope that 

you will join us in this great commission of the body and church of Christ to all the world. 

The CTS Team looks forward to serving you. 

Dr. Will Ryan, President 

Covenant Theological Seminary
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MOST AFFORDABLE SEMINARY DEGREES IN THE NATION MOST MINISTRY 

DEGREES EARNED (PART TIME) IN 18 MONTHS  ACCREDITED NON-

DENOMINATIONAL SPIRIT FILLED TEACHING WE SPECIALIZE IN THEOLOGY 

AND BIBLICAL STUDIES

We offer Associate, Bachelor, Master and Doctoral degrees in six program areas: Ministry, 
Biblical Studies, Theology, Christian Counseling, Christian Education, and Intercultural Studies. 
Studies can be completed via On-Campus brick and mortar at over 30 campuses worldwide or 
completely Online with regular cohort groups. We’ve been in existence for over 30 years and 

have helped thousands graduate and touch the nations with the power of the God’s Kingdom. We 
invite you to look around and see what we have to offer.



students learn how to build their
ministry (or business) utilizing the
latest in technology and
communications, and Intercultural
Studies (missions) designed to
prepare students for work among the 
mission fields of the world.
Let us help you fulfill your dreams and 
help you become the leader you were 
meant to be. Start today!
For the Kingdom,

We even have satellite campuses 
where you can experience the 
coursework in the classroom 
setting in a locale that is closer to 
home.
Our goal is to equip you to 
become a successful leader in 
your church, on your job, or in 
your community because leaders 
know how to contribute and add 
to the lives of others. Whether 
you are church or ministry leader 
or your ministry is in the 
marketplace, you need
equipping.
Our programs encompass Biblical
Studies, Ministry, Christian
Education, Christian Counseling,
and our two newest programs – 
New Media Communications 
where

Have you wanted to 
complete your education, 
but “life” got in the way?

You are not alone. Many of 
our students found themselves 
in the same situation, but now 
they are changing that scenario. 
They have begun the chapter 
in their lives where they are 
completing their long-delayed 
education.
Because Covenant Theological
Seminary (CTS) is built with
flexibility in mind it is easy to 
fit it into your schedule. 
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SHEPHERDS
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“What you have heard
from me among many

witnesses, commit the
same to faithful men who 

will be able to teach 
others also.”

2 Timothy 2:2

Our seminary is devoted 
to the purpose

of training committed believers for a lifetime of productive 
service to the Lord Jesus Christ and His Church. Our 
courses are Bible-centered and our commitment is to 
provide spiritual growth for believers, thereby preparing them 
for the work of the ministry through the power of the Holy 
Spirit.

We believe the quality of preparation for our students is far 
beyond that of most seminaries mainly because our 
materials deal with the personal growth of the believer, 
rather than just knowledge about the ministry, or just the 
message. We want you to live the message, rather than just 
preach it!

As part of this process, the accessibility of the 
curriculum is of utmost importance. Therefore, CTS 
makes courses available completely on-line allowing you 
to take the courses in a self-paced manner;  or for the 
student who is not as computer saavy, our courses are 
available in person at a satellite campus. Take a look 
through our catalog. We look forward to serving you.
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Covenant Theological Seminary is incorporated by the State of North Carolina and registered with the North 
Carolina Department of Education (Higher Education | nc.gov) as a religious educational institution giving 
degrees in the following disciplines:

1. Associate of Biblical Studies (60 credit hours)
2. Bachelor of Biblical Studies or Ministry (120 credit hours)
3. Master of Ministry (30 credit hours)
4. Doctor of Ministry (36 credit hours)
5. Doctoral Research Degrees* (45-60 credit hours with a dissertation)

CTS is accredited by the Association of Independent Christian College & Seminaries and the American 
Accrediting Association of Theological Institutions. CTS is in a continual process of seeking the best accreditation 
available and continues to adhere to The Council for Higher Education Accreditation 
(CHEA) standards of education.

Covenant Theological Seminary purposes to train students in and for evangelical and orthodox Christian ministry. All 
degrees of Covenant Theological Seminary are of an ecclesiastical nature, and whether granted or conferred, are in 
the restricted area of religion with the special purpose of preparing persons to work in the area of religion, whether 
educational or ministerial.
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In 2023, CTS received a major donor matching grant to reduce the $190 per credit cost 
by 50% or $95 per credit hour. The basic cost to attend Covenant Theological Seminary 
(CTS) is now only $95 per credit hour, making it one of the least expensive seminaries in 
the country. We are committed to affordable kingdom discipleship training. The average 
US Seminary per credit hour is $450 with many as high as $750 per credit hour. Most 
CTS degrees can be completed in as little as 18 months part time with a total cost of less 
than $3500.

CTS is committed to affordable kingdom discipleship training. We don’t want finances to 
impede anyone from Kingdom ministry. CTS is committed to partnering with their 
students, and through kingdom resources, we are committed to ensuring every student 
can attend regardless of financial ability. Financial aid is granted to every student that 
applies based on the grant mentioned above. If you are interested in CTS but not sure if 
you can afford it, please let the CTS know when you register. There are a few other 
expenses such as books and degree fees, but they are minimal. 
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Together with our partner 
ministries, CTS has more than 
5000 students in 30 countries at 
over 30 brick and mortar 
campuses. 



GENERAL INFORMATION

DISCLOSURE POLICY
Credits and degrees earned from colleges in the State of North 
Carolina, which are authorized by the State Board of 
Independent Colleges and Universities, do not qualify the holder 
for a state teaching certification, nor do they qualify him or 
her to participate in professional licensing examinations. Any 
person interested in obtaining a state teaching certificate or
practicing a regulated profession should contact the appropriate
regulatory agency in the field of his interest.

DISCLAIMER STATEMENTS
Transferability of credits earned at Covenant Theological 
Seminary and transferred to another institution is at the 
discretion of the receiving institution. The degree programs of this 
Seminary are designed solely
for religious vocations.

Board of Directors

 Dr. Will Ryan

 Tad & Erin Dove

 Dr. Ray Leach

 Judith W. Flynn

Note: During the academic year(s) for which this catalog is designated, changes may occur in curriculum, faculty, or other important
areas covered in this publication. Appropriate notice will be provided to interested parties. However, all provisions herein contained are
subject to change without notice and do not constitute a contract or offer to contract with any person.
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History 

Founded in 1990

Although CTS has been non-denominational for many years, it was 
established in 1990 by Dr. Barney W. English through the Freewill 
Baptist Church. Following Dr. English, Dr. Lyndon Purifoy was 
appointed as the president who brought CTS into joint partnership 
with Dr. Harold Vick, founder of Jacksonville Theological Seminary, 
and Dr. Robert G. Witty, founder of Luther Rice Seminary until 2008 
when the torch of leadership was passed to Dr. Max Flynn to carry on 
and expand the ministry as an independent Seminary again. In 
October of 2019, Dr. Flynn passed unexpectedly, and The Board of 
Directors selected Dr. Ray Leach to serve as interim President. In 
2023 the Board of Directors announced Dr. Ray Lynch would assume 
the permanent position of Chancellor for CTS and appointed Dr. Will 
Ryan as the 4th President of CTS. Dr. Will Ryan was previously the 
Head of Theology and Biblical Studies for CTS
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I want to thank you for these courses. In spite of my busy schedule right
now, the teachings have given me a much-needed shot of faith and
knowledge, and I am so grateful. Some of the revelations of the instructors
are incredibly profound. I realize I required a Bible transfusion to help me
through this time of productivity and warfare. Thank you for helping to
supply it.
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Admission Information

Applicants for admission to Covenant Theological Seminary (CTS) are considered without regard to sex, 
age, color, or national origin. Each prospective student will be assessed according to his or her academic 
background.

In order to enter into a degree program with CTS, a student must possess a high school diploma or its 
equivalent. Students without such a diploma may enroll on a probationary basis.

An application must be made on the official form furnished by the admissions office. A copy is 
available in this catalog. Once the admissions office receives an application, along with the appropriate fees 
and official transcripts of all earned credit, the applicant will be evaluated to determine his or her academic 
needs by the Academic Dean of CTS. The Admissions Office will then notify the student by mail, 
regarding acceptance and credits needed for a degree. Once applicants have received official notice 
that they have been accepted as students, and their evaluation is complete; they may begin ordering 
courses. Courses may be taken at CTS or any Facilitator location.

Once all the requirements for an individual course have been completed, they are then to be mailed to CTS. 
A copy of the course grade will be returned to the student after the grade has been posted to the student’s 
permanent records and transcript. NOTE: A student should not begin studies in a new course unless 
all the requirements for the previous course have been completed and submitted.

DISMISSAL AND RE-ADMISSION POLICIES
CTS reserves the right at any time to place on probation, suspend, or dismiss a student whose academic 
standing, financial obligations, progress, or conduct is not deemed as satisfactory by the administration. If a 
student has been “inactive” for a period of one year or longer, he or she will no longer fall under 
the “grandfather” clause for subsequent degree plans. All curriculum and financial degree plans 
will be established as per the current guidelines for the current year; however, the application fee will be 
waived. Re-admission is not to be expected after a dismissal. However, a student is free to re-apply through 
the office of admissions for student status at any time. His or her re-admission will be subject to the written 
approval of the president.

REPEATING A COURSE
Students may request and obtain permission to retake an exam if the grade was below a “C”. If students 
receive a failing grade for the course, they must retake it to receive credit for graduation. Only the 
higher grade will be recorded on students’ records. Corrected tests do not include the answers; they do, 
however, indicate each question missed. A second attempt should be much easier. The cost to repeat an 
exam is$25.00.

AUDITING A COURSE
All students must be registered to take ANY CTS course(s) for the registration fee of $50 per degree, 
including Audit Student.  The Audit student will then pay a $50 course Audit fee for each course 
taken, with the only requirement of attending classes.  For each Audit course there will be issued a 
certificate of completion for taking the course also awarding them one credit hour, which will also be 
added to their official transcript.
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Doctrinal Statement
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GRADES, GRADE POINTS, AND GRADE POINT AVERAGES
All work is graded by letters, which may be interpreted as follows, including grade points for each credit
hour. Some Master's level and most Doctoral Level work is completed on a Pass/Fail Basis. 

Grade Meaning Grade Points Credit Hours
A Excellent......................4......................3
B Good............................3......................3
C Average........................2......................3
D Poor.............................1......................3
S Satisfactory..................0......................3
I Incomplete..................0......................0
F Failure.........................0......................0
N Audit...........................0......................0
WP Withdrew passing.......0......................0
WF Withdrew failing.........0......................0

Note: There is a $10.00 drop fee for each course dropped.

S - This grade is given primarily for credit through “Prior Learning Assessment and Alternative studies.” It
reflects hours being earned toward graduation but has no bearing on the Student’s Grade Point Average
(GPA).

I - Indicates that additional work must be done to receive a passing grade for the course or program.

N - This grade may be given to those who are not taking the course for credit. This grade may be changed
to a standard letter grade if the appropriate additional fees are paid and all work for the course completed.

WP - This indicates that the student has officially withdrawn from a course and was passing at the time of
withdrawal. A “WP” is not calculated as part of the student’s Grade Point average (GPA).

WF - This indicates that the student was officially withdrawn from a course and was failing at the time of
withdrawal. No refund will be given for a WF.

GRADING SCALE
A..................................90 - 100
B...................................80 - 89
C...................................70 - 79
D..................................60 - 69
F...................................Below 60

CTS TRANSCRIPTS
“Unofficial” transcripts will be sent to the student upon request; however, an “official” transcript may be
sent to the student as long as the student understands that if the envelope is opened, the transcript is no
longer “official”. “Official” transcripts will be sent to an institution at the student’s written request.
Transcripts will be provided for a fee of $15.00 each. Acceptance of transfer credits from this institution
to other institutions is at the discretion of the receiving institution. (Please note: All CTS accounts must 
be paid in full before any transcript can be sent).
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Financial Information

CTS commits to you that we will continue to offer the highest level of academic studies in the Word of God, at the lowest cost 
possible. Our Standard of Excellence has been established by those who have gone before you, those who have pressed toward the 
goal in studying to show themselves approved to God, and are now laborers in the harvest fields for the Gospel of Jesus Christ. 
We at CTS encourage you to press on; studying to show yourself approved to God, a workman that need not be ashamed.

CTS asks for payments to be made at each step of your program in the amount of $1000. Your advisor will work with you on determining when to pay 
each amount based on your program. Typically a payment is made upon acceptance into CTS, after the core classes are completed, again, after 15 
Credits are completed and before Graduation. Most complete costs for Master's and 
Doctoral degrees are around $3-4,000 total. Some more complex research degrees can be as much as $12,000 in total. 
We at CTS ask that you pray and seek the Lord as to how He would want you to pay for your degree plan. As the Lord has 
called you to the seminary, He will open the doors for you financially. 

Payments can be made with no additional fees using a Credit Card on the bottom of each page on the CTS website, paypal, or 
check to our MAILING ADDRESS: PO Box 1177 Greenville, NC 27835

INDIVIDUAL FEES

Evaluation/Registration Fee is $65.00 Non-Refundable Tuition Fees per 
Credit Hour are $95.00 which is the the 50% off rate 

from the $190 cost before the matching donor gift.
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CTS has a quarterly newsletter called the CTS SEYPHER.



DEGREE FEES
Associate Degree..................................$200.00

Bachelor’s Degree.................................$200.00

Master's Degree....................................$250.00

Doctoral Degree....................................$300.00

Doctoral Degree with Dissertation.......$1200.00

Honorary Doctorate Degree.................$1000.00

REFUND AND CHANGE OF FIELD POLICY
1. If a student withdraws from school or drops a class in writing within thirty (30) days of the date of
registration for a course, CTS will refund all tuition charges.

2. If a student withdraws from school or drops a course between thirty-one (31) and sixty (60) days, and has
a passing grade when dropped, 50% of the relevant tuition charges will be refunded.

3. No refunds on tuition are allowed on any withdrawal after sixty (60) days, or for students who are
dismissed by the administration, or who withdraws with a failing grade.

4. There will be no refunds on material charges or online access fees.

5. Should a student wish to change his or her field of study after receiving a letter of acceptance, he or she
must submit a written request indicating the field of study desired with a fee of $10.00.

FINANCIAL GIFTS
As an interdenominational institution, we do not enjoy a general church relationship in regards to annual funding. We must therefore 
rely on tuition, fees, and gifts to cover all of our operating costs. The revenue generated by our low tuition does not cover all our 
operational expenses.

We ask, please, to remember us in missions giving. Currently CTS supports and provides scholarships to students in over ten third 
world countries who have no means of earning an income to pay for seminary studies. CTS also supports and offers scholarships 
to students who are incarcerated, but desire to study the Word of God and are eager to share the Gospel message while 
incarcerated, and awaiting release. By your gift today, you will assist CTS in ministering to the needs of these individuals.

Pastors, an annual CTS offering would be very appropriate and most appreciated. Individuals may wish to commemorate a dear 
loved one with a scholarship fund in the name of that particular saint. Also, it may be possible to remember CTS in the last will and 
testament. What more exciting prospect could there be, than to know that when one is home with the Lord, his influence will continue 
as men and women prepare for ministry through his or her thoughtfulness! Help us today with your generous financial gift. No matter 
how small or big your gift is, you will make a difference. To make such an arrangement, please call or write to
Dr. Will Ryan CTS President.
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Degrees Offered

No degree will be issued to any student unless that student has taken a minimum of twelve 
(15) Credit Hours (5 courses) from Covenant Theological Seminary in the field of that degree.

ASSOCIATE DEGREE PROGRAMS
Associate of Biblical Studies—(A. B. S.)
Associate of Ministry—(A. Min.)
Associate of Ministry in New Media Communications—(A. Min. N. M. C.)

BACHELOR DEGREE PROGRAMS
Bachelor of Divinity—(B. D.) (Thesis Required)
Bachelor of Theology—(B. Th.) (Thesis Required)
Bachelor of Ministry—(B. Min.)
Bachelor of Biblical Studies—(B. B. S.)
Bachelor of Ministry in Christian Education—(B. Min. C. E.)
Bachelor of Ministry in Christian Counseling—(B. Min. C. C.)
Bachelor of Ministry in New Media Communications—(B. M. N. M. C.)
Bachelor of Ministry in Intercultural Studies–(B. M. I. S.)

MASTER DEGREE PROGRAMS
Master of Ministry—M. Min.
Master of Divinity—M. Div. (Requires a Dissertation)
Master of Theology—Th. M. (Requires a Thesis)
Master of Ministry in Christian Education—M. Min. C. E.
Master of Ministry in Christian Counseling—M. Min. C. C.
Master of Ministry in Media Communications—(M. M. M. C.)
Master of Ministry in Intercultural Studies—(M. M. I. S.)

DOCTORAL DEGREE PROGRAMS
Doctor of Ministry—D. Min.
Doctor of Divinity—D. D. (Requires a Thesis)
Doctor of Theology—Th. D. (Requires a Dissertation)
Doctor of Ministry in Christian Education—D. Min. in C. E.
Doctor of Ministry in Christian Counseling—D. Min. in C. C.
Doctor of  Philosophy in Education— Ph.D. (Requires a Sissertation)
Doctor of Philosophy in Counseling— Ph.D. (Requires a Dissertation)
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Course Credit Information

There are four ways to earn credits at CTS:

1. Transfer Credit:
CTS will evaluate and accept in transfer all completed courses passed at any approved institution
(including military training) with at least a final grade of C or 70%. These courses will be evaluated and recorded on the official 
transcript. Only courses that can be applied to CTS degree programs will be accepted as transfer credits. All transfer credits must be 
received by CTS from the institution where the credit was earned. Transcripts must indicate “Official Transcript” and signed by 
the registrar of that institution.

2. Prior Learning Credit:
CTS awards credits for prior learning, seminars, study course classes, and workshops attended through as long as they 
correspond to the course of study the student is involved in for his or her degree. For every fifteen
(15) hours of actual attendance at seminars, study course classes, or workshops CTS will award one credit-hour. The church or 

facility giving the seminar, study course class, or workshop must document all credits  given. A maximum of 30 hours can be granted 
through Prior Learning Credits.

3. Ministry Portfolio Credit:
CTS also integrates ministry experience into a student’s current educational program. Three (3) credits may be given for each 
year of active involvement in ministry with a maximum of 30 credit hours applicable towards an associate and/or bachelor degree. 
No credits are applicable toward a master or doctoral degree and only postgraduate work will be counted toward postgraduate 
degrees.

4. Course Completion:
CTS offers in-house classes on campus and at other locations as well as provides distant learning courses for students to take in 
the privacy of their own home and to complete at their own pace. Contact our office to get a schedule of classes being offered on 
campus.
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Degree Programs

ASSOCIATE DEGREE PROGRAM

Associate degrees require a minimum of 60 Credit Hours

In order to enter into the associate degree program, a student must possess a high school diploma or its equivalent. Students 
without such a diploma may enroll on a probationary basis.

This process may require that the student listen/view the lectures, or read the textbook several times. The student is then required 
to prepare an outline from each audio/video lesson, or each chapter in the textbook. Also, the student is required to type a 
five paragraph essay describing three things that he or she learned from the course.

The student must also read an additional book(s) related to the subject matter being taught or another assigned book(s) for that 
course and prepare a three (3) page book report (what the book teaches) on each additional book(s).

For courses using workbooks, the student is required to complete the workbook and to write a summary of the theme of the book(s) of 
the Bible that is/are used in the workbook.

All outlines, summaries, book reports  are to be prepared as per the required format provided in the appendix of this catalog.

For each audio/video, or textbook course in the associate program, the course test will comprise 60% of the course grade, the 
outlines will comprise 10% of the course grade, the summaries will comprise 10% of the course grade, and the book report will 
comprise 20% of the course grade. For Bible courses using workbooks, the test will comprise 70% of the course grade and 
the summary will comprise 30% of the course grade as there is no outline, essay, nor book report.

NOTE: A student cannot begin studies in a new course unless all requirements for the previous course have been completed and 
submitted without special permission from the instructor.

You may also choose an Associates Degree through ISOM with the completion of ISOM 
core (Trimesters 1-5).
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Associate Degrees
Associate degrees require a minimum of 60 Credit Hours.

ASSOCIATE OF BIBLICAL STUDIES
1. Choose six (6) Bible or Biblical Studies courses (18 hours)

2. Choose two (2) Spiritual Growth courses (6 hours)

3. Choose one (1) Theology course (3 hours)

4. Choose one (1) Ministry course (3 hours)

TOTAL: 30 hours

Note 1: If the student has not taken all of the thirty (30) hours of general studies courses, he or she must take
the ones missing in addition to the above required courses.

Note 2: An Associate’s Degree in Biblical Studies requires eighteen (18) hours of Bible courses.

ASSOCIATE OF MINISTRY
1. Choose one (1) Bible course (3 hours)

2. Choose one (1) Counseling course (3 hours)

3. Choose one (1) Theology course (3 hours)

4. Choose one (1) Spiritual Growth course (3 hours)

5. Choose six (6) Ministry courses (18 hours)

TOTAL: 30 hours

Note 1: If the student has not taken all of the thirty (30) hours of general studies courses, he or she must take
the ones missing in addition to the above required courses. If the student has had no experience in church
work, he or she must include a Ministry Practicum as one of the six Ministry courses.

Note 2: An Associate’s Degree in Ministry requires eighteen (18) hours of Ministry courses.

ASSOCIATE OF MINISTRY IN MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS
1. Choose two (2) of the core curriculum course (6 hours)

2. Choose eight (8) courses from the Stage 1 New Media Communications curriculum (24 hours)

TOTAL: 30 hours

Note 1: If the student has not taken all of the thirty (30) hours of general studies courses, he or she must take
the ones missing in addition to the above required courses.

Note 2: An Associate’s Degree in Ministry in New Media Communications requires twenty-four (24) hours
of Stage 1 New Media Communications courses.
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Bachelor Degrees

Bachelor degrees require a minimum of 120 Credit Hours

Materials for each course in this program are audio/video lectures, textbooks, or workbooks. The student is required to listen/view to 
the audio/video lectures, or to read the textbook and then answer the questions prepared by CTS for the lectures or textbook. 
This process may require the student listen/view the audio/video lectures, or read the textbook several times. The student is 
then required to prepare an outline from each audio/video lesson, or each chapter in the textbook. Also, the student is required to type 
a five paragraph essay describing three things that he or she learned from the course. The student must also read an 
additional book(s) related to the subject matter being taught or another assigned book for that course and prepare a three (3) 
page book report (what the books teach) on the additional book(s).

For courses using workbooks, the student is required to complete the workbook and to write a summary of the 
theme of the book(s) of the Bible that is/are used in the workbook. All outlines, book reports, and summaries are to be 
prepared as per the required format provided in the appendix of this catalog.

For each course in the Bachelor’s Program, the course tests will comprise 60%, the outlines will comprise 10%, the summaries will 
comprise 10%, and the book report(s) will comprise 20% of the course grade. For the Bible courses using workbooks, the test 
will comprise 70% of the grade and the summary will comprise 30% of the course grade as there is no outline nor book 
report. For general studies courses, the test will comprise 100% of the grade.

Note: A student cannot begin studies in a new course unless all requirements for the previous course have been completed and 
submitted.

In addition to the above-prescribed course of study, all bachelor level degrees (except Bachelor of Ministry and Bachelor 
of Biblical Studies) require a thesis, in MLA form, consisting of five (5) outside sources. The thesis is to have a minimum 
of twenty-five (25) and a maximum of thirty-five (35) typewritten (double-spaced) pages. The topic for the thesis MUST be 
pre-approved by the Academic Dean of CTS.

THIRD YEAR REQUIREMENTS

30 Hours of College Credit

If a student does not have college credits or CEU’s (Continuing Education Units) to transfer in, he or she must take 10 courses 
(30 hours) from those listed in the “Course Descriptions” in this catalog. A student may choose any of the course listed 
except the required courses in his or her field of study. *If the student has not taken the required courses, he or she must take 
any that are missing at this time. If a student has not used his or her thirty (30) hours of Prior Learning credit, he or she may do so 
at this time provided he or she has taken all required courses and his or her prior learning corresponds with his or her major area of 
study.

FOURTH YEAR REQUIREMENTS (Year of Emphasis Study)

30 Hours of College Credit
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REQUIRED COURSES:

BACHELOR OF BIBLICAL STUDIES
1. Choose six (6) Bible or Biblical Studies courses (18 hours)

2. Choose two (2) Spiritual Growth courses (6 hours)

3. Choose one (1) Theology course (3 hours)

4. Choose one (1) Ministry course (3 hours)

TOTAL: 30 hours

BACHELOR OF DIVINITY

1. DV 0413 Divinity Practicum (45 supervised hours) (3 hours)

2. DV 0423 Equipping Saints to Counsel (3 hours)

3. DV 0433 Ethics and Legal Issues in Christian Counseling (3 hours)

4. DV 0443 The Basics of Hospital Chaplaincy (3 hours)

5. DV 0453 The Work of the Chaplain (3 hours)

6. DV 0463 Pastoral Care in Hospitals (3 hours)

7. DV 0473 Crisis and Trauma Counseling (3 hours)

8. DV 0483 Counseling Survivors of Traumatic Events (3 hours)

9. Choose two (2) additional Divinity Courses (6 hours)

TOTAL: 30 hours
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BACHELOR OF MINISTRY
1. Choose one (1) Bible course (3 hours)

2. Choose one (1) Counseling course (3 hours)

3. Choose one (1) Theology course (3 hours)

4. Choose one (1) Spiritual Growth course (3 hours)

5. Choose six (6) Ministry Courses (18 hours)

TOTAL: 30 hours

Note 1: If the student has not taken all of the thirty (30) hours of general studies courses, he or she must
take the ones missing in addition to the above required courses. If the student has had no experience in
church work, he or she must include a Ministry Practicum as one of the six Ministry courses.

Note 2: A Bachelor’s Degree in Ministry requires eighteen (18) hours of Ministry and/or Spiritual growth
courses.

BACHELOR OF MINISTRY IN CHRISTIAN COUNSELING*
1. CC 413 Counseling Practicum (45 supervised

counseling hours) (3 hours)

2. CC 423 Equipping Saints to Counsel (3 hours)

3. CC 433 Ethics and Legal Issues in Christian Counseling
(3 hours)

4. CC 5373 Prayers That Heal the Heart (3 hours)

5. Choose seven (6) additional Christian Counseling Courses
(18 hours)

TOTAL: 30 hours

Note 1: If the student has not taken all of the thirty (30) hours of general
studies courses, he or she must take the ones missing in addition to the
above required courses.

Note 2: A Bachelor’s degree in Christian Counseling requires thirty (30)
hours of Christian Counseling courses.

BACHELOR OF MINISTRY IN CHRISTIAN EDUCATION*
1. CE 413 Teaching Practicum (45 supervised classroom hours) (3 hours)

2. CE 423 Introduction to Education (3 hours)

*Degrees earned through Covenant Theological Seminary do not qualify the student for professional licensure in the areas of
education or counseling nor in any other area designated or limited by state law.
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3. CE 433 Educational Psychology (3 hours)

4. CE 443 Managing the Classroom (3 hours)

5. CE 453 Early Childhood Growth and Development (3 hours)

6. CE 463 The Philosophy of Christian Education (3 hours)

7. Choose Four (4) additional Christian Education Courses (12 hours)

TOTAL: 30 hours

Note 1: If the student has not taken all of the thirty (30) hours of General Studies courses, he or she must
take the ones missing in addition to the above required courses.

Note 2: A Bachelor’s degree in Christian Education requires thirty (30) hours of Christian Education courses.

BACHELOR OF MINISTRY IN INTERCULTURAL STUDIES

1. IS 0713 Intercultural Studies Ministry Practicum (45 supervised hours) (3 hours)

2. IS 0723 The Missionary Task (3 hours)

3. IS 0733 Contextualization and the Indigenous Church (3 hours)

4. IS 0743 Church Planting Movements (3 hours)

5. IS 0753 Money and Missions (3 hours)

6. IS 0763 Cults and World Religions (3 hours)

7. IS 0773 Orality and Storytelling (3 hours)

8. IS 0783 Revival and Community Transformation (3 hours)

9. IS 0793 Community Development (3 hours)

10. IS 0803 Missions in a Pluralistic, Postmodern World (3 hours)

TOTAL: 30 hours
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BACHELOR OF MINISTRY IN MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS
1. Choose four (4) of the core curriculum courses (for a minimum of six (6) core courses taken prior to
graduation with a Bachelor degree. (12 hours)

2. Complete ten (10) of the Stage 1 New Media Communications curriculum courses. (30 hours)

TOTAL: 30 hours

Note 1: If the student has not taken all of the thirty (30) hours of General Studies courses, he or she must
take the ones missing in addition to the above required courses.

Note 2: A Bachelor of Ministry in New Media Communications degree requires thirty (30) hours of New
Media Communications courses.

Note 3: If a student has taken at least eight (8) of the Stage 1 New Media Communications courses, he/she
may take the remainder of their New Media Communications courses from Stage 1 or Stage 2.

BACHELOR OF THEOLOGY
1. Choose one (1) Bible course (3 hours)

2. Choose two (1) Counseling courses (3 hours)

3. Choose two (1) Evangelism courses (3 hours)

4. Choose one (1) Spiritual Growth course (3 hours)

5. Choose six (6) Theology course (18 hours)
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Master Degrees

Requires a Bachelor’s degree plus 30 credit hours of additional study.

Materials for each course in this program consist of a series of twelve or sixteen audio/video lectures, a textbook, or a 
workbook. Students are required to listen to the lectures, to read the textbook and to answer the questions prepared for 
each course. Answer sheets are provided for that purpose. This process may require the student listen/view the lectures 
or read the textbook several times. Students are then required to prepare an outline of the contents of each audio/video lesson, 
or each chapter in the textbook.

In addition, students are required to write a seven paragraph summary describing five points of the book or audio/video 
course that spoke to them. The student must also read an additional book(s) related to the subject matter being taught 
or another assigned book for that course and prepare a five (5) page book report (what the book teaches) on each additional 
book(s).

All outlines, summaries, and book reports are to be written as per the format provided in the appendix of this catalog For each 
course in the master degree program, the course test will comprise 50%, the outlines will comprise 10%, the summaries 
will comprise 10%, and the book report(s) will comprise 30% of the course grade. All scores will be averaged together for one 
grade.

Special Note: If a student is changing his or her field of study from what it was in the Bachelor’s degree to a different field for the 
Master’s degree, he or she will have to take additional courses to ensure competency in the new field of study. If the 
student has not taken SG 0513 The Purpose Driven Life, and/or SG 5163 The Normal Christian Life, SG 5103 Could You Not Tarry 
One Hour, or SG 5273 The Bait of Satan, these courses must be taken in addition to any other requirements for a degree.

MASTER OF MINISTRY IN CHRISTIAN COUNSELING

1. Choose three (3) courses from the Christian Counseling section under Course Descriptions.

2. Choose any seven (7) additional courses from courses listed under Course Descriptions.

Note 1: If the student has not taken SG 5163 The Normal Christian Life, SG 0513 The Purpose Driven Life, CC 5373 Prayers That 
Heal the Heart, CC 0523 Equipping Saints to Counsel, or CC 0533 Ethics and Legal Issues in Christian Counseling, he or she 
must take these courses at this time. In addition, if the student has no experience in counseling, he or she must complete 
the CC 0513 Counseling Practicum.

Note 2: In order to receive a Master’s degree in Christian Counseling, a student must have a minimum of twenty-seven (27) hours 
in Counseling.

*Degrees earned through Covenant Theological Seminary do not qualify the student for professional licensure in the
areas of education or counseling nor in any other area designated or limited by state law.
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MASTER OF MINISTRY IN CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
1. Choose three (3) courses from the Christian Education section under Course Descriptions.

2. Choose any seven (7) additional courses from courses listed under Course Descriptions.

Note 1: If the student has not taken SG 5163 The Normal Christian Life, SG 0513 The Purpose Driven Life, CE 0523 Introduction to 
Education, CE 0533 Educational Psychology, CE 0543 Managing the Classroom, CE 0553 Early Childhood Growth and 
Development, or CE 0563 The Philosophy of Christian Education, he or she must take these courses at this time. In addition, if the 
student has no experience in teaching, he or she must complete the CC 0513 Teaching Practicum.

Note 2: In order to receive a Master’s degree in Christian Education, a student must have a minimum of twenty-seven (27) hours in 
Education.

MASTER OF MINISTRY IN INTERCULTURAL STUDIES

Choose ten (10) courses from the Intercultural Studies section under Course Descriptions.

Note 1: If the student has not taken SG 5163 The Normal Christian Life, SG 0513 The Purpose Driven Life, SG 5273 The Bait of 
Satan, SG 5103 Could You Not Tarry One Hour, SG 5123 Communion with God, and MN 5513 The Seven Mountain Strategy, 
he or she must take these courses as additional pre-requisite courses.

Note 2: If the student has not taken IS 0713 Intercultural Studies Ministry Practicum, IS 0723 The Missionary 
Task, IS 0733 Contextualization and the Indigenous Church, IS 0743 Church Planting Movements, IS 0753 
Money and Missions, IS 0763 Cults and World Religions, IS 0773 Orality and Storytelling, IS 0783 Revival and Community 
Transformation, IS 0793 Community Development, and IS 0803 Missions in a Pluralistic, Postmodern World, he or she must take these 
courses as a part of the thirty (30) hours of Intercultural Studies courses.

Note 3: In order to receive a Master Degree of Ministry in Intercultural Studies, a student must have a minimum of thirty (30) hours in 
Intercultural Studies.

Note 4: In addition to the above prescribed course of study, in order to receive a Master Degree of Ministry in Intercultural Studies, the 
student is required to submit a thesis, in MLA form consisting of ten (10) outside sources. The thesis must have minimum of seventy-
five (75) and a maximum of ninety typewritten (double-spaced) pages (the topic for the thesis MUST be pre-approved by the Academic 
Dean of CTS) or, submit an equivalent project that has been pre-approved by the Academic Dean.
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MASTER OF MINISTRY

1. Choose three (3) courses from the Ministry section under Course Descriptions.

2. Choose any seven (7) additional courses from courses listed under Course Descriptions.

Note 1: If the student has not taken SG 5163 The Normal Christian Life, SG 0513 The Purpose Driven Life, SG 5273 The Bait of Satan, 
and SG 5103 Could You Not Tarry One Hour, he or she must take these courses as four of the seven additional courses.

Note 2: In order to receive a Master’s degree in Ministry a student must have a minimum of twenty-one (21) hours of Ministry.

MASTER OF MINISTRY IN NEW MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS
Complete thirty (30) hours of the Stage 2 New Media Communications courses.

Note 1: If the student has not taken SG 5163 The Normal Christian Life, SG 0513 The Purpose Driven Life, SG 5273 The Bait of Satan, 
and SG 5103 Could You Not Tarry One Hour, MN 5513 Seven Mountain Strategy I, or SG 5133 How to Hear God’s Voice (or SG 
5123 Communion with God)he or she must take these courses in addition to the required New Media Communications curriculum.

Note 2: A student must have taken ten (10) of the Stage 1 New Media Communications courses as an undergraduate in order to 
begin the Master level program.

TOTAL: 30 hours

MASTER OF THEOLOGY (OR DIVINITY) 
-45/60 Hours and a 75 Page Thesis;

program to be determined with your advisor.
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Doctoral Degrees

The Basic Doctor of Ministry Degrees Require a Master’s
degree plus 30 credit hours of additional study.

Materials for each course in this program consist of either a series of 
audio/video lectures, a textbook, or a workbook.

Students are required to listen to the audio/video lectures, read the 
textbook, and to answer the questions prepared for each course. Answer 
sheets are provided for that purpose. This process may require the 
student listen/view the audio or read the textbook several times. Students are 
then required to prepare an outline of the contents of each audio/video 
lesson, or each chapter in the textbook. In addition, students are 
required to write a nine paragraph summary describing seven points of the 
book or audio/video course that spoke to them.

Also, students are required to read an ADDITIONAL book(s) that is related 
to the subject matter being taught and to prepare an eight-page book report 
of that ADDITIONAL book(s). All outlines, summaries, and book reports are 
to be written as per the required format provided in the appendix of this 
catalog.

For each course of the doctorate degree program the test will comprise 40%, the outlines will comprise 10%,
the summaries will comprise 10%, and the book report will comprise 40% of the course grade. All scores
will be averaged together for one grade.

In addition to the required course of study, students receiving a degree that does not contain the word
“Ministry” in its nomenclature must submit a dissertation in MLA form of no less than seventy-five (75),
and no more than one-hundred (100) typewritten (double-spaced) pages with ten (10) outside resources on
a subject that has been pre-approved by the Academic Dean, or submit an equivalent project that has been
pre-approved by the Academic Dean.

NOTE: A student cannot begin studies in a new course unless both the lecture series and the dissertation
have been completed and submitted.

Special Note: If a student is changing his or her field of study from a Master’s degree to a Doctorate, he or
she will have to take additional courses to ensure competency in the new field of study.  If the student has
not taken SG 5313 The Purpose Driven Life, and/or SG 5163 The Normal Christian Life, SG 5103 Could You
Not Tarry One Hour, or SG 5273 The Bait of Satan, these courses must be taken in addition to any other
requirements for a degree.
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REQUIRED COURSE OF STUDY:

DOCTOR OF MINISTRY

1. Choose three (3) courses from the Ministry section under Course Descriptions.

2. Choose any seven (7) additional courses from courses listed under Course Descriptions.

Note 1: If the student has not taken SG 5163 The Normal Christian Life, SG 5313 The Purpose Driven Life,
SG 5273 The Bait of Satan, and SG 5103 Could You Not Tarry One Hour, he or she must take these courses
as four of the seven additional courses.

Note 2: In order to receive a Doctorate in Ministry, a student must have a minimum of thirty-six (36) hours
in Ministry.

DOCTOR OF MINISTRY IN CHRISTIAN COUNSELING or

DOCTOR OF CHRISTIAN COUNSELING
1. Choose three (3) courses from the Christian Counseling section under Course Descriptions.

2. Choose any seven (7) additional courses from courses listed under Course Descriptions.

Note 1: If the student has not taken SG 5163 The Normal Christian Life, SG 5313 The Purpose Driven Life,
CC 5373 Prayers That Heal the Heart, CC 0623 Equipping Saints to Counsel, or CC 0633 Ethics and Legal
Issues in Christian Counseling, he or she must take these courses at this time. In addition, if the student has
had no experience in Counseling, he or she must complete CC 0613 Counseling Practicum.

Note 2: In order to receive a Doctorate in Christian Counseling, a student must have a minimum of thirty-six
(36) hours in Counseling.

Note 3: If the degree reads “Doctor of Christian Counseling”, a dissertation is required.

DOCTOR OF MINISTRY IN CHRISTIAN EDUCATION or

DOCTOR OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
1. Choose three (3) courses from the Christian Education section under Course Descriptions.

2. Choose any seven (7) additional courses from courses listed under Course Descriptions.

*Degrees earned through Covenant Theological Seminary do not qualify the student for professional licensure in the areas of
education or counseling nor in any other area designated or limited by state law.
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Th.D. and Ph.D. Degrees 
Doctor of Theology—Th.D. (Requires a Dissertation)
Doctor of Philosophy in Education—Ph.D. (Requires a Dissertation)
Doctor of Philosophy in Counseling—Ph.D. (Requires a Dissertation)

Rigorous theological training with an interdisciplinary focus

CTS advanced research degrees program provides students with academically rigorous training informed by an understanding of 
theology as critical reflection on Christian practice and belief in the light of Scripture.

Entering students work within theological disciplines such as Bible, church history, theology, ethics, homiletics, and Christian 
formation. We designed the research Degree programs to deepen the ways in which we cultivate scholars, teachers, and pastors who 
embody the integrative theological task—ranging across the boundaries between the traditional academic disciplines of biblical, 
historical, and ministerial studies—to encourage and support theological reflection on matters of faith and practice in Christian 
communities.

Graduation Requirements

• 60 Credit Hours of Study
• 1:1 Mentorship with a Th.D/Ph.D. level Advisor
• Demonstrated competence in two modern languages other than English; additional proficiencies may be required in light of the 

student's particular research interests. Students whose work focuses on Scripture will also be required to demonstrate 
proficiency in Hebrew and Greek.

• Written preliminary examinations, including at least one in the primary area, one in the secondary area, and a 150+ page 
dissertation and defense

• An oral preliminary examination during which members of the student's examination committee ask the student to discuss the 
issues treated in the written examinations
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CORE COURSES & MODERN TRACT
MASTERS AND DOCTORAL LEVEL THEOLOGY COURSES: 
(Please visit the THEOLOGY page of our website to view each class in ets entirety.)

MODERN TRACT CORE COURSES

BS 6001 INTRO TO THE BIBLE – This is the Way by Dr. Will Ryan & The Epic of Eden: A Christian Entry into the Old Testament by 
Sandra L. Richter

BS 6002 BIBLICAL PRAYER – Praying With Ancient Israel (Phillip Camp and Tremper Longman III) & The Lord and His Prayer by N.T. 
Wright

BS 6003 HERMENEUTICS – How to Read the Bible for All its Worth by Gordon D. Fee & Douglas Stuart & Bait of Satan by John Bevere

BS 6004 KINGDOM STRATEGIES – The Old Testament Template by Landa Cope & Bearing God’s Name: Why Sinai Still Matters by 
Carmen Imes

BS 6005 CITIZENS OF THE KINGDOM – Jesus Untangled by Keith Giles

BS 6006 THE GOSPEL – Gospel Allegiance: What Faith in Jesus Misses for Salvation in Christ by Matthew W. Bates

BS 6007 WOMEN IN MINISTRY – Two Views on Women in Ministry by James R. Beck

BS 6008 ATONEMENT– A Community Called Atonement by Scot McKnight

BS 6009 HELL – All You Want to Know About Hell by Steve Gregg

BS 6010 ESCHATOLOGY – Last Days Madness: The Obsession of the Modern Church by Gary DeMar

BS 6011 SERMON ON THE MOUNT – The Story of God Bible Commentary: Sermon on the Mount by Scot McKnight

BS 6012 HEAVEN AND EARTH – A New Heaven and A New Earth: Reclaiming Biblical Eschatology by J. Richard Middleton BS 6013 1 

PETER – 1 Peter [NIV Application Series] by Scot McKnight

BS 6014 COLOSSIANS – Colossians and Philemon: An Introduction and Commentary by NT Wright

BS 6015 JOB – How to Read Job by John Walton

BS 6016 RUTH – Ruth (2 Horizons Commentary) by James Mckeown



TRADITIONAL TRACT COURSES / ELECTIVES

NEW TESTAMENT
BN 0113 Step by Step Through the New Testament - NT Bible Survey Thomas D. Lea and Tom Hudson

This course is an excellent survey of the New Testament books of the Bible looking primarily at the author,
time and date of writing, reason for the writing, and how it affects Christians today.
(Available in Spanish)

BN 0513 The Books of Matthew and Acts  Audio
Dr. Michael Clark and Dr. William Mahoney

This course gives an overview of the Book of Matthew, and the second part of the course details the
beginning and development of the early Church.

BN 0523 The Book of Mark Audio
Dr. Sandra Kirkman

This course consists of 12 tapes by a knowledgeable man of God dealing with the life of Christ.

BN 0533 A Study of the Gospel According to Luke – Part I Audio
Dr. Sandra Kirkman

This is a detailed study of the first 1/3 of the Book of Luke.

BN 0543 A Study of the Gospel According to Luke – Part II Audio
Dr. Sandra Kirkman

This is a detailed study of the second 1/3 of the Book of Luke.

BN 0553 A Study of the Gospel According to Luke – Part III Audio
Dr. Sandra Kirkman

This is a detailed study of the last 1/3 of the Book of Luke.

BN 0563 The Book of Romans Audio
Dr. R. Clifton Drawdy

This course is an in-depth study—verse by verse—of the Book of Romans.

BN 0573 The Books of Galatians Audio
Dr. R. Clifton Drawdy

This course is an in-depth look into a key book defending the Gospel of Grace by the Apostle Paul.

BN 0583 The Books of Ephesians and Colossians Audio
Dr. Harold Vick

This course, by Dr. Harold Vick, takes an in-depth look into two of the key books in the New Testament.
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BN 0593 The Books of First and Second Timothy; and First and Second Peter Audio
Dr. Randy Hayes and Dr. Curtis Smith

This course is a study of the letters of Paul to Timothy and their application to us today, and a close look at
the doctrine of the New Testament Church as recorded by Peter.

BN 5113 The Book of Hebrews Audio
Dr. Sandra Kirkman

This course is a combination of twelve (12) tapes detailing the letter to the Hebrews.

BN 5123 The Book of the Revelation I Audio
Dr. Curtis Smith

This course is the first in a series of two courses consisting of twelve tapes that gives the student a clear
understanding of the prophecies found in this controversial book.

BN 5133 The Book of the Revelation II Audio
Dr. Larry Nylin

This course is the second in a series of two courses consisting of twelve tapes that gives the student a clear
understanding of the prophecies found in this controversial book.

WORKBOOKS

These courses are workbooks that take the student through that respective book of the Bible, not only
looking for the content, but also helping him find God’s message in the book for his own life.

BN 0213 The Gospel According to Matthew
BN 0233 The Gospel According to Mark
BN 0253 The Gospel According to Luke
BN 0293 The Gospel According to John
BN 2103 The Acts of the Apostles
BN 2113 The Epistle of Paul to the Romans
BN 2123 The First Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians
BN 2133 The Second Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians
BN 2143 The Epistle of Paul to the Galatians
BN 2163 The Epistle of Paul to the Ephesians
BN 2183 The Epistle of Paul to the Philippians
BN 2193 The Epistle of Paul to the Colossians and Philemon
BN 2203 The First Epistle of Paul to the Thessalonians
BN 2213 The Second Epistle of Paul to the Thessalonians
BN 2223 The First Epistle of Paul to Timothy
BN 2233 The Second Epistle of Paul to Timothy
BN 2253 The Epistle of Paul to Titus
BN 2263 The Epistle to the Hebrews
BN 2283 The Epistle of James
BN 2293 The First Epistle of  Peter
BN 2303 The Second Epistle of Peter and the Epistle of Jude
BN 2313 The I, II and III Epistles of  John
BN 2323 The Book of the Revelation of John
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OLD TESTAMENT

BO 0113 Step by Step Through the Old Testament - OT Bible Survey Workbook
Waylon Bailey and Tom Hudson

This course is an excellent study of the Books of the Old Testament with emphasis on the writer, the time
and date of the writing, the reason for the writing, and how message affected Israel and Christians today.
(Available in Spanish)

BO 0513 The Book of Joshua and the Judges of Israel Audio
Dr. Kurt Huth

This course consist of 16 tapes by one of our outstanding teachers—8 on the book of Joshua, and 8 dealing
with the Judges of Israel.

BO 0523 The Books of Ruth and Esther Audio
Dr. Harold Vick

The Book of Ruth by Dr. Harold Vick deals with the cameo story of love, devotion, and redemption set in
the black contest of the days of the judges. Emphasis is given to the faithfulness of Ruth in a time of national
faithlessness. Esther is likened to Christ in that she puts herself in the place of death for her people, but
receives the approval of the king. This study also demonstrates how she portrays Christ’s work as Advocate
on our behalf.

BO 0533 The Book of Ezra Audio
Dr. Kurt Huth

This course consists of a combination of 12 tapes detailing the contents of Ezra.

BO 0543 The Book of Nehemiah I and II Audio
Dr. Kurt Huth

This course gives an in-depth study of the return of the people of Israel to their homeland to rebuild the
temple.

BO 0553 The Books of Amos and Ecclesiastes Audio
Dr. Harold Vick and Dr. Annette Sasser

This course consists of the book of Amos by Dr. Harold Vick, and the book of Ecclesiastes.

BO 2303 Patterns For Living - From the Old Testament Workbook/DVD/CD
Dr. A. L. and Joyce Gill

The rich foundational truths of God’s Word come alive in this topical study. The prophecies of the coming
Messiah, the events, patterns and miracles of the Old Testament reveal God’s eternal plan and purpose
today. (Available in Spanish)

WORKBOOKS

These courses are workbooks that take the student through that respective book of the Bible, not only
looking for the content, but also helping him find God’s message in the book for his own life.

BO 0213 The Book of Genesis
BO 0223 The Book of Exodus
BO 0233 The Book of Leviticus
BO 0243 The Book of Numbers
BO 0253 The Book of Deuteronomy
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BO 0263 The Book of Joshua
BO 0273 The Book of Judges
BO 0293 The Books of Ruth and Esther
BO 2113 The Books of 1 and 2 Samuel
BO 2123 The Books of 1 and 2 Chronicles, Ezra, and Nehemiah
BO 2153 The Book of Job
BO 2163 The Book of Psalms
BO 2173 The Books of Proverbs
BO 2183 The Book of Ecclesiastes
BO 2193 The Book of Solomon
BO 2203 The Book of Isaiah
BO 2213 The Book of Jeremiah
BO 2223 The Book of Daniel
BO 2233 The Books of Jonah, Joel, and Amos

CTS has been such a tremendous 
blessing to us and our church. The 
ISOM program tied with the CTS 
program has been out-standing. We 
are so glad to be a part of what God 
has been doing with Covenant 
Theological Seminary.
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BIBLICAL STUDIES

BS 0513 Gifts and Callings of God Audio
Dr. Harold Vick

This is a course dealing primarily with the motivational gifts of Romans 12 which every Christian has been
endowed with and needs to know.
(Available in Spanish)

BS 0523 Discovering Ancient Prophecies Textbook
Hilton Sutton/Dr. James Vick II

Have you ever wondered about your future? “Discovering Ancient Prophecies” will introduce you to
mankind’s most reliable predictor of future events, the prophecies of the Scripture.

BS 0533 Jesus from the Beginning Audio
Dr. Kurt Huth

This course is a biblical study showing the reality of Jesus in the Old Testament.

BS 0543 Am I Right? Audio
Dr. Kurt Huth

This course is a biblical study from the Epistles on the subject of our righteousness.

BS 0553 The Old Covenant and The New Covenant Audio
Dr. Craig Lokken

This is an in-depth study of the Old Covenant God made with His chosen people, Israel, and the New
Covenant He made with mankind through the death of His only begotten Son, Jesus Christ.

BS 0563 A Survey of the Old Testament Audio
Dr. R. Clifton Drawdy

This course is a brief survey of every book in the Old Testament dealing with the theme, author, purpose,
and time of the writing.

BS 0573 Personal Bible Study Methods Textbook
Rick Warren

Pastor Rick Warren says, "The secret key to studying the Bible is knowing how to ask the right kind of
questions. Once you know what to ask, Bible study is simple!" In this 'how to' book, Rick explains twelve
different ways to study the scriptures, giving step-by-step instructions. This book has become a classic tool
for learning how to study the Bible for yourself. It has been translated into seven languages.
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CHRISTIAN COUNSELING DIVISION

CC 0513 Counseling Practicum

This course requires observation, participation, and directed counseling in an approved counseling setting
in the area where the student lives that is to be carried out under the supervision of an approved supervising
counselor. Forty-five supervised counseling hours are required.

CC 0523 Equipping Saints to Counsel Audio
Dr. M.R. Burckley

This course is designed to provide Christian Counselors with biblical knowledge of the techniques and
methods of Jesus, when counseling.

CC 0533 Ethics and Legal Issues in Christian Counseling Audio
Dr. M.R. Burckley

This course provides the student with guidelines regarding proper ethics and legal requirements concerning
counseling, and gives them information as to how to avoid legal problems.

CC 0543 Spirit Controlled Temperament Textbook
Tim LaHaye/Dr. M. R. Burckley

This course offers students an understanding into the different patterns of temperament and gives them the
key to allowing the Holy Spirit to control their temperaments, ultimately producing and/or improving
communication, which in turn eases tensions and dissolves unnecessary guilt. It will show students how to
help others to improve relationships.

CC 0553 Introduction to Psychology and Counseling  Textbook
Meier, Minirth, Wichern, and Ratcliff/Dr. M.R. Burckley

This course teaches classic theory along with added information that helps the student to correlate these
understandings with a holistic, Christian view of humanity and counseling.

CC 0563 Repressed Memories  Textbook
Aryls N. McDonald/Dr. M.R. Burckley

This course will give the student insight into the healing process of sexual abuse. The information in this
course has been well researched and contains solid clinical information that is offered in everyday language.
The information gained will be of great benefit in helping clients and family members of survivors of sexual
abuse.

CC 0573 Christian Counseling I and II Audio
Dr. Sharon Hill

This course gives an overview of the field of counseling and then gives specific details on Interpersonal
relationships, sexual issues in and out of marriage, inferiority and self-esteem, physical illness, grief, and
singleness.

CC 0583 Christian Counseling III and IV Audio
Dr. Sharon Hill

This course focuses on premarital counseling issues, marital problems, pregnancy and family problems,
divorce and remarriage, mental disorders, alcoholism and addictions, financial counseling, and vocational
and career issues.

*Degrees earned through Covenant Theological Seminary do not qualify the student for professional licensure in the areas of
education or counseling nor in any other area designated or limited by state law.
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CC 0593 Counseling Adopting Parents and Barren Women I and II Audio
Dr. Gloria Wahr

This study does an excellent job in dealing with these very import issues in our society. It discusses things
to do and things not to do for those who wish to adopt and gives comforting advice to women who are barren.

CC 5103 Conquering the Mind Audio
Dr. Annette Sasser

This course provides means and ways of conquering the natural mind, and renewing it with the mind of
Christ.

CC 5113 Healing the Memories I and II Audio
Dr. Shelby Jeffcoat

This course gives informative suggestions to counselors concerning dealing with people who have
psychological scars from bad memories.

CC 5123 Crisis Counseling and Pastoral Psychology Audio
Dr. Harold Vick

This course deals with how to counsel individuals during various crisis situations. It offers sound spiritual
advice to counselors involved in this very delicate type of counseling. It also deals with special situations
involving pastors such as: hospital visitation, proper behavior during counseling and much more.

CC 5133 Competent to Counsel Textbook
Jay E. Adams/ Dr. M. R. Burckley

This course introduces students to Nouthetic Counseling and helps them develop biblical counseling skills
that have been used in pastor’s studies, and in counseling centers throughout the country and around the
world.

CC 5143 Christ Centered Therapy  Textbook
Anderson/Zuehlke/Dr. M.R. Burckley

This course will show students how to integrate Christ-centered counseling with the requirements of
managed care and professional psychology at the start of the 21st century. It will help students understand
the different issues involved in integrating theology and psychology, and will help students to be able to
turn theory into practical application.

CC 5153 Your God Given Dreams Audio
Dr. M.R. Burckley

This course is based on the life of Joseph. It shows how we can hold on to the dreams and visions God has
given us even in the worst circumstances of our lives.

CC 5163 Making Life Healing Changes Audio
Dr. M.R. Burckley

This course will help show how to accept God’s grace, truth, and time as it relates to us. It will help us to
understand bonding relationships to God and others. You will learn about boundaries and how to develop
healthy boundaries.

CC 5173 12 Steps to Life Recovery Audio
Dr. M.R. Burckley

This course will teach one how to take the 12 Biblical steps to reach that place of wholeness God wants for
His people so we may enjoy the abundant life Christ came to give us.

CC 5183 The Christian Family  Textbook
Larry Christenson/Dr. M. R. Burckley
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This course introduces the student to God’s order for the family, and demonstrates how a family can
practice the presence of Jesus and be a witness for Him.

CC 5193 God’s Truth Versus The Lies We Believe Audio
Dr. M.R. Burckley

Every day we are confronted by the lies of our culture. We have even believed some religious lies that stem
from tradition. This course helps us analyze these lies and replace them with truth. “And you shall know
the truth and the truth shall make you free.” (John 8:32)

CC 5203 Living Supernaturally Natural Audio
Dr. M.R. Burckley

This course will teach us about our origins and how we can live above this world by applying the truth God
has for us. This course helps us to understand that although we now live in this world, we are supernatural
beings and teaches us how to live as such.

CC 5213 Psychology, Theology, and Spirituality in CC Textbook
Mark R. McMinn/Dr. M.R. Burckley

This course attempts to bring together for the Christian counselor the three different avenues of psychology,
theology, and spirituality. It looks at intra-disciplinary integration involving the practical implications of
responsible psychology, Christian theology, and spiritual growth.

CC 5223 Modern Psycho Therapies Textbook
Flannelly/Preston/Dr. M.R. Burckley

This course includes a careful analyses and penetrating critiques of modern psychotherapies. It gives
understanding to each therapy and provides helpful guidance for the evaluation of psychotherapies in
general.

CC 5233 Basic Biblical Counseling Audio
Dr. M. R. Burckley

This course offers the basic skills for biblical Counseling. It will help the student to restore troubled people
to a place of productive, creative living as well as help those who have been called to a pastorate to counsel
more effective.

CC 5243 Crisis and Trauma Counseling Textbook
Dr. H. Norman Wright/Dr. M.R. Burckley

This course will prepare the student to provide hope and help when tragedy strikes in people’s lives. It
covers everything from post-traumatic stress disorder to counseling children and teens in crisis.

CC 5253 Counseling Survivors Of Traumatic Events Textbook
Weaver/Flannelly/Preston Dr. M. R. Burckley

This course will help the counseling student to recognize the symptoms displayed by those who have
experienced different types of trauma in their lives. It will further instruct them in the most effective
methods of counseling to be used for the particular trauma experienced.

CC 5263 Champions: A Study of Brokenness Audio
Dr. Frank Rosenstern

The Bible is filled with champions for God. We need champions today, and the way champions are
developed is by one submitting himself wholly to God’s will.

CC 5273 Confrontation Counseling and Confronting in A Healthy Way Audio
Dr. Kurt Huth and Dr. M. R. Burckley
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This course deals with the proper attitude and tactfulness in confronting people concerning their problems.

CC 5283 Counseling Victims of Sexual Abuse and Eating Disorders Audio
Dr. Eileen Kelly-Cocke

This course will help counselors in dealing with victims of sexual abuse as well as helping those with eating
disorders.

CC 5293 Christian Living in The Home Textbook
Jay E. Adams/Dr. R. Clifton Drawdy

Christians will find this course full of practical, biblical advice on Christ-centered family living,
communicating with family members, family guidance and discipline, living with an unbelieving spouse,
and many other areas. Counselors will value this course for its insight, clarity, and faithfulness to God’s
Word.

CC 5303 Counseling Families Across the Stages of Life Textbook
Weaver/Revilla/Loeing/Dr. M. R. Burckley

This course is a description of Therapeutic methods and the faith community’s resources, which can
provide relief and healing for twenty common issues experienced by families. These include pre-martial
counseling, dual earner families, blended families, troubled teens and more.

CC 5313 The Career Counselor  Textbook
Leslie and Lee Parrott/Dr. M. R. Burckley

This course will prepare students to better guide those who are seeking jobs or changing jobs, and those
struggling with tough career decisions.

CC 5323 Human Development and Faith Textbook
Felicity B. Kelcore/Dr. M. R. Burckley

This course brings together the best available understanding of human development from a
multidisciplinary perspective. It is uniquely inclusive of the moral and faith dimensions of the life cycle
and examines the interplay of mind, body, family, community, and soul at every stage of development.

CC 5333 Blame It on the Brain  Textbook
Edward T. Welch/Dr. M.R. Burckley

This course offers the student biblical and scientific information on alcoholism, homosexuality,
Alzheimer’s disease and dementia, ADD, psychiatric problems, and brain dysfunction. Dr. Welch looks at
these things through the lens of Scripture, separating and distinguishing what is actually a brain problem
and what is a sin problem.

CC 5343 The Biblical Basis of Christian Counseling Textbook
Gary R. Collins, Ph.D./Dr. M. R. Burckley

This course will give the student a practical working knowledge of Scripture and the basics of the Christian
faith. This course will help the student to relate the basic teachings of Scripture to people’s problems. It is
the core of what Christian counselors must know to be truly effective in helping others.

CC 5353 Renewing of the Mind Audio
Dr. Kurt Huth

God has made us feeling human beings, but He expects us to control our emotions, not to allow our
emotions to control us. This course will help one to understand emotions, what they are, their origins, and
how to use them to one’s advantage and spiritual growth.

CC 5363 Introduction to Psychology I and II Audio
Dr. Ronald K. Powell
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Introduction to Psychology covers the full range of important topics—from early childhood development to
motivation and emotion to attribution theory, from superego to the brain chemical called endorphin, and
from classical conditioning to cognitive restructuring.

CC 5373 Prayers That Heal The Heart  Textbook/Video/Audio
Mark and Patti Virkler/Dr. Max O. Flynn

In This book Dr. Virkler teaches a series of seven specific prayers that will break bondages within your heart
caused by spiritual forces. These prayers include breaking generational sins and curses; severing ungodly
soul ties; removing negative beliefs and inner vows; healing traumatic scenes; and casting out demonic
energy that has connected itself to these inner wounds of the heart and soul.
(Available in Spanish: Oraciones Que Sanan el Corazón).

CC 5383 Identity Formation Audio/Textbook
Debbye Graafsma

Identity Formation: How Father God Shapes Personal Identity. This course will help you understand how
God makes each individual and how that uniqueness is a gift. Helpful for understanding your clients and
helping them understand themselves.
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CHRISTIAN EDUCATION DIVISION

CE 0513  Teaching Practicum

This course requires observation, participation, and directed teaching in an approved school setting in the
area where the student lives that is to be carried out under the supervision of a teacher approved by CTS
administration. Forty-five supervised classroom hours are required.

CE 0523 Introduction to Education Audio
Dr. R. Clifton Drawdy

This course gives a look at educational practices and procedures that have proven to work in the school
system. It follows the beginning of educational classes taught in churches to our present system of
classroom instruction.

CE 0533 Educational Psychology  Textbook
Kathleen M. Cauley and Gina M. Pannozzo/Dr. R. Clifton Drawdy

In this course are interesting, well-illustrated articles by psychologists, educators, researchers, and writers
providing effective and useful perspectives on today’s important topics in the study of educational
psychology.

CE 0543 Managing the Classroom Audio
Dr. R. Clifton Drawdy

This is a study of the interaction process and patterns of communication in the classroom designed to
increase student and teacher effectiveness as an influence on the learning process. Attention is given to both
preventive and remedial techniques for handling discipline problems in the classroom.

CE 0553 Early Childhood Growth and Development  Textbook
Dr. Charles Schaefer and Theresa Foy DiGeronimo/Dr. R. Clifton Drawdy

This course is divided into four stages of child development—birth to 18 months, 18 months to 36 months,
36 months to age 6, and 6 to 10 years and covers all five areas of psychological health—emotional, cognitive,
friendship-relationships, personal growth, and morality.

CE 0563 The Philosophy of Christian Education Textbook
Jeff Astley/Dr. R. Clifton Drawdy

This course provides a careful and illuminating look at religious education activity through the eyes of
philosophy. It interprets important issues in religious education from the standpoint of philosophy and
applies the procedures and substance of philosophical reflection to major problems confronting religious
education.

CE 0573 Recovering the Lost Tools of Learning Textbook
Douglas Wilson/Dr. Nancy Drawdy

Often educational reforms create new problems that must be solved down the road. This course presents
alternatives that have proved workable in experience.

CE 0583 Teaching Reading Audio
Dr. Nancy C. Drawdy

This is a study of the dynamics of the reading process and major issues in reading instruction for elementary
classrooms.

CE 0593 Teaching and Learning in the Elementary School Audio
Dr. R. Clifton Drawdy
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This is an examination of past and current approaches, methods, and techniques for teaching and learning
in the elementary school.

CE 5103 Teaching and Learning Theory and Phonics Audio
Dr. Craig Lokken and Dr. Donna Johnson

This course deals with the practices of teaching and learning in Christian education, and gives a detailed
teaching of basic phonetic sounds and reading skills for the young beginning reader.

CE 5113 Foundations of Christian Education Textbook
Berkhof/Vantil/Dr. R. Clifton Drawdy

This course reminds teachers anew of the rationale for Christian education. It recalls the prophetic voices
of two educators who were especially qualified to clarity the foundational issues in Christian schooling.

CE 5123 An Overview of Christian School Curriculum Audio
Dr. Jennifer Cooper

This is a look at various types of curriculum available for Christian schools, comparing the curriculums
available to each other.

CE 5133 Christian Education (Its Mandate and Mission) Textbook
Ronald A. Horton/Dr. R. Clifton Drawdy

This course is a composite work by members of the administration and faculty of Bob Jones University
containing both basic and in-depth information concerning the foundation and structure of balanced,
biblically based education.

CE 5143 The Seven Laws of Teaching  Textbook
John Milton Gregory/Dr. R. Clifton Drawdy

This course is a clear and simple statement of the important factors governing the art of teaching. It gives a
clear and concise presentation of the laws of teaching.

CE 5153 Assertive Discipline  Textbook
Lee and Marlene Canter/Dr. R. Clifton Drawdy

The purpose of this course is to inspire and encourage teachers to reflect on their own teaching situations
and adapt strategies according to their own teaching style and philosophy.

CE 5163 The Craft of Christian Teaching Textbook
Israel Galindo/Dr. R. Clifton Drawdy

Guidelines, suggestions, and proven techniques are discussed in this essential course for Christian teachers.

CE 5173 Effective Communication Skills Audio
Dr. Mary W. Murray

This course is designed to enhance, encourage, and develop appropriate effective communication skills for
students, educators, and parents. Each lesson is devised to enrich your knowledge and ability on various
aspects of effective communication integrated with a Christian and regular education approach as it relates
to students entering the 21st Century.

CE 5183 Contemporary Approaches to Christian Education Textbook
Seymour/Miller/Dr. R. Clifton Drawdy

This course seeks to clarify the agenda, resources, and hopes for Christian education in the twenty-first
century.

CE 5193 Kingdom Education Textbook
Glen Schultz/Dr. Max O. Flynn
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This course indicates that parents and educators must link arms with the local church to provide a strong
foundation for every boy and girl. It asserts that nothing less than a full frontal assault on secularization will
stem the tide of America’s moral decline.

CE 5203 Curriculum (Principles and Foundations) Audio
Dr. R. Clifton Drawdy

This course gives information concerning curriculum and its development to be used in Christian education.

CE 5213 Basic Teacher Skills  Textbook
Richard Rusbuldt/Dr. M.R. Burckley

This course provides a solid foundation of skills needed to meet the needs of “new teachers”. It helps them
become effective and enthusiastic as they carry out Christ’s call on their lives.

CE 5223 Mapping Christian Education Textbook
Jack Seymour/Dr. M.R. Burckley

This course deals with four main themes: formation, faith community, spiritual growth, and religious
instruction. It engages the student from beginning to end, offering colorful descriptions, formative analysis,
invitations for self-reflection, and visionary possibilities for the future of Christian education.
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CHURCH HISTORY DIVISION

CH 0513 History of Christianity (Beginnings to 1500) Textbook
Kenneth Latourette/Dr. M. R. Burckley

This course gives an implicit declaration of independence from European-bound historical perspectives. It
accentuates Christianity rather than Church.

CH 0523 History of Christianity (Reformation to the Present) Textbook
Kenneth Latourette/Dr. M. R. Burckley

This course succeeds in bringing together the essential findings of recent research in a fresh way. This is a
rich course for the seminary student.

CE 0533 Church History in Plain Language Textbook
Bruce Shelley/Dr. M. R. Burckley

This course treats history as the story of people—their motivations, the issues they grapple with, the
decisions they make, and the results is that history reads like a story, almost as dramatic and moving as a
novel. This course has been painstakingly researched and carefully crafted for historical accuracy.

I am feeling very blessed to have met Covenant Theological 
Seminary. I got a big surprise to find I had enough credits and 
life experience to almost get an associates degree when I first 
enrolled. I was overwhelmed to be able to graduate with my 
Associates from Covenant Theological Seminary and my
Bachelor's degree in Ministry. At that point I decided to take time
out from school, but I missed the ministry times and the excite-
ment of learning hands on ministry so much, I enrolled again last
year. Soon I'll graduate with my Master's degree in Ministry. I'm
looking forward to being a Facilitator for the school. It's truly one
of a kind when you compare schools. 
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DIVINITY DIVISION

DV 0513 Divinity Practicum

This course requires observing, participating, and directed working in an approved hospital setting in the area where
the student lives and will be carried out under the supervision of an approved hospital chaplain. Forty-five (45) hours
of supervised ministry work is required.

AudioDV 0523 Equipping Saints to Counsel 
Dr. M.R. Burckley

This course is designed to provide Christian counselors with biblical knowledge of the techniques and methods of
Jesus when counseling.

AudioDV 0533 Ethics and Legal Issues in Christian Counseling 
Dr. M.R. Burckley

This course provides the student with guidelines regarding proper ethics and legal requirements concerning
counseling, and gives them information as to how to avoid legal problems.

TextbookDV 0543 The Basics of Hospital Chaplaincy 
Ronald Mack, Sr./Dr. M. R. Burckley

This course contains information that will help the student reach a deeper under-standing and richer appreciation for
hospital chaplains. It also shares the value and role of the professional hospital chaplain.

TextbookDV 0553 The Work of the Chaplain  
Naomi K. Paget and Janet R. McCormack/ Dr. M. R. Burckley

This course uncovers the historical and biblical foundations of chaplaincy. It explores universal chaplaincy issues of
accountability, privacy, personal ethics, spiritual assessment, and self-care. The student will gain a greater
understanding of the multi-religious and unique areas where chaplains minister. The student will understand the
requirements for working in these unique areas and will be enlightened on the skills and resources needed to do the
work of spiritual care that goes beyond institutional walls.

TextbookDV 0563 Pastoral Care in Hospitals  
Neville A. Kirkwood/Dr. M. R. Burckley

This course will help the student prepare to minister comfort and concern at the bedside of the sick or dying. It offers
a practical guide based on the many years of experience of the author of the textbook as a hospital chaplain. This
course also offers a variety of exercises and a section of prayers for specific circumstances that make it a must-have
resource for all who will work with the sick and dying.

TextbookDV 0573 Crisis and Trauma Counseling 
Dr. H. Norman Wright/Dr. M.R. Burckley

This course will prepare the student to provide hope and help when tragedy strikes in people’s lives. It covers
everything from post traumatic stress disorder to counseling children and teens in crisis.

TextbookDV 0583 Counseling Survivors of Traumatic Events 
Weaver/Flannelly/Preston/Dr. M.R. Burckley

This course will help the counseling student to recognize the symptoms displayed by those who have experienced
different types of trauma in their lives. It will further instruct them in the most effective methods of counseling to be
used for the particular trauma experienced.

AudioDV 0593 Christian Counseling I and II 
Dr. Sharon Hill



This course gives an overview of the field of counseling and then gives specific details on interpersonal
relationships, sexual issues in and out of marriage, inferiority and self-esteem, physical illness, grief, and
singleness.

DV 5103 Christian Counseling III and IV Audio
Dr. Sharon Hill

This course focuses on premarital counseling issues, marital problems, pregnancy and family problems,
divorce and remarriage, mental disorders, alcoholism and addictions, financial counseling, and vocational
and career issues.

DV 5113 A Practical Handbook for Ministry Textbook
Thomas W. Chapman/Dr. M.R. Burckley

This course will help students understand the meaning of pastoring and of pastoral counseling and care. It
will be helpful in gaining wisdom, clinical insight, and scriptural understanding for the challenges they will
face in the ministry of caring for people.

DV 5123 Ministry of Divine Healing Audio
Dr. Bob Dean

At Calvary 2000 years ago, Jesus provided a price for mankind to be healed from every sickness upon the
earth. This course is designed to reveal that awesome provision and to equip the student with knowledge
of how to walk in that provision. It will build the student’s faith both to receive and to minister the healing
power of God!

DV 5133 Competent to Counsel Textbook
Jay E. Adams/Dr. M.R. Burckley

This course introduces students to Nouthetic counseling and helps them develop biblical counseling skills
that have been used in pastor’s studies, and in counseling centers throughout the country and around the
world.

DV 5143 Christ Centered Therapy  Textbook
Anderson/Zuehlke/Dr. M.R. Burckley

This course will show students how to integrate Christ-centered counseling with the requirements of
managed care and professional psychology at the start of the 21st century. It will help students understand
the different issues involved in integrating theology and psychology, and will help students to be able to
turn theory into practical application.

DV 5153 Basic Biblical Counseling Audio
Dr. M.R. Burckley

This course offers the basic skills for biblical counseling. It will help the student to restore trouble people
to a place of productive, creative living as well as help those who have been called to a pastorate to counsel
more effectively.

DV 5163 The Biblical Basis of Christian Counseling Textbook
Gary R. Collins, Ph.D./Dr. M.R. Burckley

This course will give the student a practical working knowledge of Scripture and the basics of the Christian
faith. This course will help the student to relate the basic teachings of Scripture to people’s problems. It is
the core of what Christian counselors must know to be truly effective in helping others.

DV 5173 The Anointed Leader Audio
Dr. Patrick J.O. Sturgill, Jr.

This course shows the difference between a leader who depends on his or her own qualifications, and one
who depends on the anointing of the Holy Spirit for strength and wisdom.
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DV 5183 Crisis Counseling and Pastoral Psychology 
Dr. Harold Vick

This course deals with how to counsel individuals during various crisis situations. It offers sound spiritual
advice to counselors involved in this very delicate type of counseling. It also deals with special situations
involving pastors such as; hospital visitation, proper behavior during counseling, and much more.

DV 5193 Introduction to Psychology and Counseling  Textbook
Meier, Minirth, Wichern, and Ratcliff/Dr. M. R. Burckley

This course teaches classic theory along with added information that helps the student to correlate these
understandings with a holistic, Christian view of humanity and counseling.

Covenant Theological Seminary has tremendously blessed
me and expanded my horizon about
ministry. Although I have earned other degrees from differ-
ent Bible colleges and seminaries, CTS
I must say, is the best of all. CTS's curriculum is so practical
that theological studies can easily be
applied almost immediately.
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INTERCULTURAL STUDIES

At Covenant we are committed to equipping you to fulfill the Great Commission. Working in conjunction
with Global Frontier Missions and GoToNations, we have built a comprehensive curriculum that is
designed to help believers serve successfully on the fields of the world.

IS 0513 History of World Missions Textbook
Ruth A. Tucker

The story of missions from the days following the early church to contemporary times outlines the leaders,
the legacy and the lasting impact of committed men and women of God throughout history. (Textbook: From
Jerusalem to Irian Jaya by Ruth A. Tucker)

IS 0523 Missions 101 CD/DVD
Dr. Jerry Williamson

Missions 101 is a two part course. Part One: Global Pathway is designed, step by step, on how to prepare
the local church to become a Great Commission Church which impacts not only the local area, but fulfills
its mission to the entire word. Part Two: Steps to the Mission Field is a track for full-time missionary service,
giving the process for every minister to grow into his/her ministry.

IS 0533 Mission Addiction Textbook
Dr. David Shibley

In this course you will discover a global Jesus generation that is creating discomfort in the church and
change in missions worldwide. God is calling you to become part of a contagious epidemic of missions-
hearted believers who will bring global fame to His Name. (Additional book: A Force in the Earth by Dr.
David Shibley) (Also MN 5443)

IS 0713 Intercultural Studies Ministry Practicum
Because the best way to learn about missions is by getting out and doing it, we require students to
participate in a domestic or international cross-cultural missions trip with Global Frontier Missions
(www.globalfrontiermissions.org/shorttermmissions) Students will spend at least forty-five (45) hours of
cross-cultural ministry among Hindus, Muslims, and Buddhists. There will also be practical teaching,
training, coaching, and debriefing as students get hands-on experience reaching out to people from all over
the world. This is required for anyone desiring to obtain their associate's, bachelor's, or master's of ministry
in intercultural studies.

IS 0723 The Missionary Task

During this course, we will be learning about the call to missions as well as the importance of bonding to
the culture in which you are trying to minister and following the incarnational model of Jesus (becoming
one of us in order to reach us). We will also talk about how crucial it is to learn the heart language of the
people and some of the differences between warm and cold climate cultures. We must understand the Great
Commission and the task of remaining.

IS 0733 Contextualization and the Indigenous Church

This course focuses on what it means to plant indigenous churches. We will talk about the importance of
churches being self-teaching, self-propagating, self-supporting as well as issues of dependency and
reproducibility. The missionary’s job is to work ourselves out of a job and see the local people equipped so
that they can make disciples of their own people. We will also talk about issues of contextualization and
how the gospel fits into different cultures.

IS 0743 Church Planting Movements
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This course teaches the universal elements of church planting movements.  There are principles being used
overseas that we can learn from where there is spontaneous, rapid multiplication of disciples making
disciples and churches planting churches.  We will study movements throughout the earth and talk about
expansion of the kingdom.

IS 0753 Money and Missions

This course focuses on stewardship of finances. We will compare what this world teaches concerning
money versus what Jesus taught his disciples about the kingdom view of riches. We will also be talking
about the Biblical basis of raising support for missionary efforts and tips on how to go about vision casting
and "friend raising". We will also cover topics such as budgeting, staying in touch with supporters, giving,
etc.

IS 0763 Cults and World Religions

During this course, we will give an overview of the major world religions (Islam, Buddhism, and Hinduism).
We give a survey of each religion talking about where they came from, what their basic beliefs are, and some
tips on reaching out to them. We also do a quick overview of some of the cults that are out there and what
they are teaching.

IS 0773 Orality and Storytelling

During this course, we will talk about the most effective way to share the gospel with people of oral or
non-literate cultures. We will talk about the power of storytelling and how chronological storying has been
an effective tool in many missions contexts. We will also look at a lot of different audio and video resources
that are being used overseas to disciple the nations. Storytelling is a tool that is being used all over the world
in evangelism, discipleship, and church planting.

IS 0783 Revival and Community Transformation

This course takes us on a journey of discovering the universal principles of revival and community
transformation. As we study moves of God throughout history and throughout the world, there are certain
themes and principles that are evident in all of them. There are no formulas to seeing God move in this
special way, but we can learn a lot from studying how God has moved in the past and how he wants to move
again. We will also look at real testimonies of God transforming whole societies across the globe in our
generation.

IS 0793 Community Development

This course talks about meeting physical needs in the world.  We want people to get saved and come into
the kingdom, but the Bible also says that taking care of orphans and widows is true religion.  So, we need
to have a holistic approach to ministry and try to meet physical needs in a way that doesn’t promote
dependency.  If we give a man a fish, he eats for a day but if we teach a man to fish he eats for a lifetime.

IS 0813 Missions in a Pluralistic, Postmodern World

This course will be talking about church history because history tends to repeat itself and also because we
can learn great things (good and bad) from our Christian heritage and missionary work from the past. We
will also be talking about different forms (or wineskins) that the church has taken throughout history (house
churches, traditional churches, mega-churches, emerging churches, etc.) Another major focus this week
will be the shift in culture from a more modern to postmodern way of thinking and how that will affect the
church, the mission field, and making disciples.
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MINISTRY DIVISION

MN 0513  Ministry Practicum

This course requires observing, participating, and being directed as a worker in an approved church setting
in the area where the student lives and carried out under the supervision of an approved pastor. Forty-five
(45) clock hours of supervised ministry work is required.

MN 0523 Introduction to Youth Ministry Audio
Dr. David E. Wright, II

This course deals with the consideration of the principles, methods, and materials in youth work, which
develops effective Christian leadership in this ministry of the church. A program of Bible study, evangelism,
worship, recreation, and stewardship designed to win and hold the adolescent group is given.

MN 0533 Local Church Order Audio
Dr. Kurt Huth

This is a study of the responsibilities of the members of a church staff and their relationship with lay
leaders. The concepts of development of team ministries, mutual understanding, staff counseling, group
leadership, and the role of the individual in the group is discussed.

MN 0543 The Anointed Leader Audio
Dr. Patrick J.O. Sturgill, Sr.

This course shows the difference between a leader who depends on his or her own qualifications, and one
who depends on the anointing of the Holy Spirit for strength and wisdom.

MN 0553 Developing Your Style/Leadership Audio
Dr. Tom Kitchene

This course encourages leaders to develop their own style of leadership, and not to try to copy the style of
any great leader.

MN 0563 Church Growth and Development I Audio
Dr. Don Jackson

This course introduces the procedures for developing church growth.

MN 0573 Church Growth and Development II Audio
Dr. Don Jackson

This is the second course in a series of four courses that deals with procedures for developing church growth.

MN 0583 Church Growth and Development III Audio
Dr. Don Jackson

This is a continuation of the study of successful procedures used to develop church growth and development.

MN 0593 Church Growth and Development IV Audio
Dr. Don Jackson

This is the final course in the series of four courses that deals with procedures that will develop church
growth.

MN 5103 How To Heal The Sick Textbook
Charles and Frances Hunter/Dr. Max O. Flynn

This book shares the experiences of Charles and Frances Hunter as they ministered healing to multiplied
thousands and discuses how they learned many different ways that the sick can he healed. This book
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explains how any Christian can be used heal the sick.
(Available in Spanish: Como Sanar a los Enfermos)

MN 5113 A Practical Handbook for Ministry Textbook
Thomas W. Chapman/ Dr. M.R. Burckley

This course will help students understand the meaning of pastoring and of pastoral counseling and care. It
will be helpful in gaining wisdom, clinical insight, and scriptural understanding for the challenges they will
face in the ministry of caring for people.

MN 5123 The Christian Pastor  Textbook
Wayne E. Oates/Dr. M. R. Burckley

This course provides students with information needed to function at maximum effectiveness as a pastor.
It presents a comprehensive knowledge of the scope of the pastor’s work.

MN 5133 Christian Education in the Church (Christian Education Handbook) Textbook
Bruce Powers/Dr. M. R. Burckley

This course provides students with a full range of information on critical issues in Christian education and
gives a practical guide for day-to-day administration of church education programs.

MN 5143 Ministry of Divine Healing Audio
Dr. Bob Dean

At Calvary 2000 years ago, Jesus provided a price for mankind to be healed from every sickness upon the
earth. This course is designed to reveal that awesome provision and to equip the student with knowledge
of how to walk in that provision. It will build the student’s faith both to receive and to minister the healing
power of God!

MN 5153 Church Administration  Textbook
Charles A. Tidwell/ Dr. M. R. Burckley

This course gives students practical advice on issues including: Leadership and ministry skills, basic
management and organization, office administration skills, assessing and improving one’s own
administrative skills, producing church publications, recruiting and training volunteers planning and
budgeting, and employment relationships.

MN 5163 Staff Your Church for Growth Textbook
Gary L. McIntosh/Dr. M. R. Burckley

The information in this course will give pastors and future pastors the advice needed to guide them in
selecting staff members who can help their church grow. It features models for team ministry, keys to
productive team ministry, guidance for determining when to add staff members, techniques for effective
interviews, and steps to managing staff conflict.

MN 5173 Business Management in the Local Church Textbook
David R. Pollock/Dr. M. R. Burckley

In this course students will receive practical information that takes them all the way from biblical
blueprints to the nuts and bolts of wise application. This course contains information on church and law,
church finances, church facilities, and church personnel.

MN 5183 Scriptural Roles for Women in a Church Audio
Dr. Eileen Kelly-Cocke

This course is a necessity for women in the Church today. It deals with the various roles that women should
serve in the Church.
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MN 5193 The Ministry of Helps  Textbook
Rev. Buddy Bell/Dr. Max O. Flynn

H.E.L.P.S.: H=Having—E=Enough—L=Loving—P=People—S=Serving. This is a vital ministry within a
church! This course is a unique combination of teaching, seminary guidelines, and answers to often-asked
questions. This useful course provides pastors and members with the tools and insights to restore the
ministry of helps to their churches.

MN 5203 Managing Your Pastorate Audio
Dr. Eileen Kelly-Cocke

Personal decisions that cause problems for pastors are covered. Examples and solutions are also offered. A
set of personal introspection questions and personal management forms are included in this course. This
course is a must for keeping your pastorate priorities straight, healthy, and godly.

MN 5213 Church Management Audio
Dr. Eileen Kelly-Cocke

This course looks at the biblical basis of management practices and the importance of a church’s vision and
statement of purpose. The legalities that need to be considered in starting a church are also covered. This
course goes step by step through the form used to apply for Exemption under Section 501(c)3 of the Internal
Revenue Code.

MN 5223 Common Church Administrative System Problems Audio
Dr. Eileen Kelly-Cocke

The focus of this course is to help keep your church from getting into serious administrative system
problems. It covers the church’s need for administrative manuals, the types of manuals and the contents for
each administrative manual. Practical hints are shared in this course.

MN 5233 Activate Your Vision  Textbook
Dr. Harold Calvin Ray/Dr. Fabienne Naomi-Smith

This course shows that as ironic as it may sound, allowing the seed of personal ambition to “fall to the
ground and die” is not only God’s sovereign plan for birthing one’s individual dreams, in power, under
authority and with guaranteed success.

MN 5243 The Five Star Church  Textbook
Stan Toler/Alan Nelson/Dr. Nancy C. Drawdy

This course will help your church provide the highest level of service to God and His people.

MN 5253 The 21 Irrefutable Laws of Leadership Textbook
John C. Maxwell/Dr. Max O. Flynn

This book by Dr. John C. Maxwell deals with 21 irrefutable laws of leadership. It outlines the essentials of
leadership that transcend time, place, culture, and situation. These basic laws of success can be applied to
business and private life, and can help anyone reach his or her full potential.

MN 5273 Mapping Christian Education Textbook
Jack Seymour/Dr. M.R. Burckley

This course deals with four main themes: formation, faith community, spiritual growth, and religious
instruction. It engages the student from beginning to end, offering colorful descriptions, formative analysis,
invitations for self-reflection, and visionary possibilities for the future of Christian education.

MN 5283 Education in the Truth Textbook
Norman DeJong /Dr. Max O. Flynn
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In this course, the author declares that the American people must respond to the challenge we face in
education. He goes on to say that Christianity is the only source from which a solution can be found.

MN 5293 The Servant-Driven Church Textbook
Ray Fulenwider/Dr. M.R. Burckley

This course shares wealth, knowledge, and experience in how to develop an involved membership.

MN 5303 Developing A Giving Church Textbook
Toler/Towns/ Dr. M. R. Burckley

This course is based on the foundational premise that stewardship is the management of time, talents, and
treasures.

MN 5313 The Purpose Driven Church Textbook
Rick Warren/ Dr. M. R. Burckley

Without pretense or apology, this course charts a course for the church to be the church. It is a refreshing,
straightforward, balanced teaching on church health and growth which anyone can understand.
(Available in Spanish: Una Iglesia con Proposito)

MN 5333 The Master’s Plan for the Church Textbook
John F. MacArthur, Jr./Dr. M. R. Burckley

This course looks at the life of Christ for examples of growing a church.

MN 5343 Give Me A “J”  Textbook
Arthur Blessitt/Dr. Nancy C. Drawdy

This course teaches the student how to share Jesus with the people he or she meets every day.

MN 5353 Evangelism That Works Textbook
George Barna/Dr. M. R. Burckley

This course offers an uncompromising biblical plan for evangelism that is soundly and unashamedly based
on God’s eternal Word. This course has the potential to “stir up the gift” in every Christian who reads it.

MN 5363 Chaplains to the Imprisoned  Textbook
Dr. Richard Denis Shaw/Dr. M. R. Burckley

This course gives a candid and accurate assessment. It offers an historical perspective as well as addresses
the issues of the present moment. It is a forthright response to complex issues and is highly recommended
for all correctional workers from administrative personnel to line staff.

MN 5373 Healing The Sick Textbook
Dr. T. L. Osborn

Healing the Sick has been acclaimed around the world to be a modern-day classic on divine healing.
Throughout his ministry, T.L. Osborn has personally witnessed the miraculous healings of multitudes of
individuals who have heard and believed on the resurrection power of Jesus Christ. Healing the Sick has
been and will continue to be one of the Body of Christ’s foremost authoritative teachings on divine healing.

MN 5383 Soul-winning Textbook
Dr. T. L. Osborn

The MISSION of Jesus is now the MISSION of believers. The passion of Christ is now expressed through
His followers. The love that drove Him to the cross now drives us to the lost. He trusts you and me to
continue His ministry. That is exactly what this book teaches.

MN 5393 Unlocking the Abraham Promise Textbook
Dr. Berin Gilfillan
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This course will describe the promise in the Scriptures that is available to all Christians, male and female,
of all races and economic backgrounds. The promise will bring about massive fruitfulness and blessings in
the lives of believers. It guarantees triumphant living over all of one’s enemies and opens up nation-reaching
and nation-blessing potential. It is backed by the highest oath in the universe, and is waiting to be unlocked.
(Available in Spanish: Abriendo la Promesa de Abraham)

MN 5403 Evangelism By Fire Textbook
Dr. Reinhard Bonnke

Read this book and ignite your passion to reach those who do not know Christ. Gain spiritual understanding
and discover a new dimension of Spirit-led evangelism. This book will fire your faith and give you the
encouragement to believe God for the impossible. It is a powerful and practical presentation of the
principles that the Lord has taught evangelist Reinhard Bonnke over the years.

MN 5423 Rebuilding the Real You Textbook
Dr. Jack Hayford

This course will help you repair your life's broken places with the Holy Spirit! In Dr. Hayford's study of
Nehemiah, you'll discover life-transforming dimensions of renewal and personal restoration that will enable
you to identify and deal with obstacles effectively, walk fully and fruitfully in the Spirit-filled life, receive
the Word of God without feeling condemnation, and rejoice in God's faithfulness. (Additional book:
Sharpening Your Leading Edge by Dr. Jack Hayford)

MN 5443 Mission Addiction Textbook
Dr. David Shibley

In this course you will discover a global Jesus generation that is creating discomfort in the church and
change in missions worldwide. God is calling you to become part of a contagious epidemic of missions-
hearted believers who will bring global fame to His name!

MN 5453 Team Method of Church Planting Textbook
Dr. James H. Feeney

This complete course, prepared as Feeney’s doctoral thesis, cites the practical basis of church planting and
goes on to describe the local church as both a ministry training center and church planting center. It
includes a section of practical considerations in church planting.

MN 5463 Hell’s Best Kept Secret Textbook
Ray Comfort

If you are experiencing evangelical frustration over lost souls, unrepentant sinners, and backslidden
“believers,” then this course is a radical approach that could be the missing dimension needed to win our
lost generation to Christ.

MN 5473 Spiritual Warfare for Every Christian Textbook
Dean Sherman

God has called Christians to overcome the world and drive back the forces of evil and darkness at work
within it. Spiritual warfare is not just casting out demons; it is Spirit-controlled thinking and attitudes. This
course delivers a no-nonsense, solidly-grounded approach to the unseen world.

MN 5483 Rules of Youth Ministry – Why 180 Breaks Them All Textbook
Blaine Bartel

This course will take youth leaders, pastors, teachers, parents, and anyone who lives or works with
teenagers on an eye-opening journey discovering 10 time-honored rules of youth ministry that must be
broken if today's young people are going to be reached with the gospel.
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MN 5493 Supernatural Architecture Textbook
Dr. Stan DeKoven

Dr. DeKoven is founder and president of Vision International University. He probes the reasons why the
new Apostolic Churches are such a driving force for the kingdom, and then gives the governmental pattern
taught by Jesus and practiced by the apostles which results in explosive growth.

MN 5503 The Cell Church Textbook
Larry Stockstill

The Cell Church deals with cell growth and the principle of 12 Rev. Stockstill is pastor of one of the largest,
exploding cell-based churches and has studied cell groups around the world. His "principle of 12" Columbia
model provides structure for growth, discipleship and leadership development. (Assigned book: House to
House, Larry Kreider)

MN 5513 The Rebirth of Music Textbook
Dr. LaMar Boschman

LaMar Boschman is the author of four best-selling books on worship, including The Rebirth of Music, A
Passion for His Presence and A Heart of Worship. He is Dean of the International Worship Leader's Institute.
This course deals with priority, purpose and portrayal of worship, and the role of music in the Kingdom,
and the significance of the “new song,” our responsibility as worshippers, and how to become a worshipper.

MN 5523 Miracle Evangelism Workbook/DVD/CD
Dr. A. L. and Joyce Gill

Discover how we, like those in the book of Acts, can experience signs, wonders and healing miracles in our
lives as we become part of the great end-time harvest through miracle evangelism!
(Available in Spanish)

MN 5533 The Ministry Gifts Workbook/DVD/CD
Dr. A. L. and Joyce Gill

Jesus gave gifts to men. Discover how these gifts flow together in the church “to prepare God’s people for
works of service.” This study will help many understand God’s call on their lives!
(Available in Spanish)

MN 5543 The Fear of the Lord Textbook
John Bevere/Dr. Max O. Flynn

Discover the Key to intimately knowing God more than ever. There is something missing in our churches,
our prayers, and in our personal lives. It is what builds intimacy in our relationship with God. It is what
makes our lives real and pure. It is what transforms us into truly Spirit-led children of God. It is the Fear of
the Lord. This profound message will provoke one to honor God in a way that will revolutionize his or her
life.

MN 5553 How to Prepare Sermons Textbook
William Evans

This practical book supplies ministers and theological students as well as laymen who are called upon to
preach, with a helpful tool for learning how to build sermons. It is not an attempt at a complete an
exhaustive treatment of homiletics, but rather a clearly outlined guide for study, selection of sermon texts
and themes, and sermon building.

MN 5563 They Shall Expel Demons Textbook
Derek Prince

This is a practical, comprehensive handbook on deliverance. Prince shares his own struggle with
deliverance, fears and misconceptions. Speaking from more than thirty years of hands-on ministry
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experience, as well as a Bible scholar, he directs you to the biblical characteristic of demonic activities, ways
they gain access and steps to deliverance.

MN 5573 Prophets and Personal Prophecy Textbook
Dr. Bill Hamon

Dr. Bill Hamon has one of the most widely recognized prophetic ministries in the church today. He states
there are more examples of personal prophecy in scripture than any other Biblical subject. This book gives
practical understanding of the office of a prophet, the need of personal growth of a prophet and the dangers,
blessings and benefits to restoring personal prophecy to the Church. (Assigned book: Prophets Pitfalls and
Principles: God’s Prophetic People Today by Dr. Bill Hamon)

MN 5583  Talent Is Never Enough Textbook
John Maxwell

Talent is "often overrated and frequently misunderstood," observes leadership expert Maxwell (The 360
Degree Leader), who advises readers on building their strengths to become a "Talent-plus person. (Assigned
book: Developing the Leader Within You by John Maxwell)

MN 5593 The Master Plan of Discipleship Textbook
Robert E. Coleman/Dr. M.R. Burckley

Robert Colemans best-selling The Master Plan of Evangelism, which has sold over two million copies, told
how Jesus made disciples. Now learn how the disciples did it in this companion volume. The Master Plan
of Discipleship will help you discover a discipling lifestyle from the early church.

MN 5603  The Seven Mountain Strategy I *(Required) Video
Lance Wallnau

Christians are meant to demonstrate God in every sphere of society, not just within the church. Learn from
Lance as he teaches these five thought-provoking sessions and explores the seven strategic areas of
influence in society, which shape the culture of every nation. (Additional book: The Seven Mountain
Prophecy by Johnny Enlow) (Also TH 5213)

MN 5613 Success God’s Way Video
Charles Stanley

Success is defined by a continuing desire to be the person God called you to be and achieve those goals that
God helps you to set, says Charles Stanley. In Success God's Way he teaches God's principles for success,
including ten steps to help you reach God's goals in your life, and what to do about the seven success
blockers that entangle believers.

MN 5623 How to Multiply Your Church Textbook
Ralph Moore

In How to Multiply Your Church, Pastor Moore shows church leaders and pastors why multiplication is the
key to growing God’s global kingdom in their communities, and he offers them proven methods for
implementing multiplication in their existing churches. How to Multiply Your Church is the next leap
forward for those who long to see God’s kingdom increase.

MN 5633 Spiritual Leadership Textbook
Oswald Chambers

Christianity needs powerful voices in today's world, voices from strong leaders guided by God and devoted
to Christ. Spiritual Leadership will encourage you to place your talents and powers at His disposal so you
can become a leader used for His glory.

MN 5643 Christian Coaching Textbook
Gary Collins
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With a biblically based approach, this groundbreaking textbook for life coaching explores a new coaching
model, how-to sections field-tested for more than eight years, custom forms coaches can use, and more. Dr.
Collins offers you biblical principles, how-to’s, and practical forms and tools to enhance your coaching skills.

MN 5653 The Church Triumphant (Study from the Book of Acts) Workbook/DVD/CD
Dr. A. L. and Joyce Gill

Jesus said, "I will build my church and the gates of hell will not prevail against it." The book of Acts is the
story of that church in action and thus a pattern to restore signs and wonders to His church today!
(Available in Spanish)

MN 5663 Ministering in the Power of the Holy Spirit Workbook
Norman Robertson

Ministering In The Power Of The Holy Spirit is a complete Bible course of 12 lessons that will teach you
in-depth all about the anointing and how to develop your ministry in the supernatural. This teaching
manual/workbook will give you revelation knowledge and you will definitely want to add it to your spiritual
reference library -ideal for personal, family or group bible study.

MN 5673 Supernatural Church Workbook
Norman Robertson

The Supernatural Church is a must for every believer who wants to gain understanding on how to
experience the Person, Presence, Power and Gifts of the Holy Spirit today. This in depth teaching workbook
contains 12 lessons and over 200 pages of systematic teaching guaranteed to equip you to flow in God's
supernatural power.

MN 5683  Free by Divine Decree Video/Textbook
Rev. Paul Johansson

Free by Divine Decree takes you inside the courtroom to witness how the case for your freedom was argued
and decided. The final verdict from the Supreme Judge is that “in Christ” you are righteous: not by
achieving, but by believing. The truth in this series will set you free – free indeed. No further appeal! Your
freedom is not a feeling, it is fact.

MN 5693  Marriage and the Family Video/Textbook
Stacy Cline

A Strong, Healthy Marriage is an integral pasrt of the creation and development of a Godly family. In
Marriage and the Family, Stacy thoroughly covers God’s plan for marriage from its definition and
preparation, to living in love, healthy communication, and sexuality.

MN 5703  Suffering Loss Video Textbook
Stacy Cline

In Suffering Loss, Stacy draws from his own experience of agonizing grief to guide you to the person of
Christ, who brings healing life and the beauty of new blessing into our deepest pain and loss.

MN 5713  Reaching Your Destiny Video Textbook
Rev. Brick Cliff

Reaching Your Destiny teaches how one can discover and achieve the specific destiny that God has for their
life. In this series, Brick draws not only from biblical principles, but from his own real world experiences
in over 25 years of ministry.

MN 5723  Victorious Christian Living Video Textbook
Rev. Brick Cliff

Victorious Christian Living helps Christians navigate through the many temptations and traps of the enemy,
to a place of victory and success in Christ.
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MN 5733  Seven Mountain Strategy II Video Textbook
Landa Cope

The book of Deuteronomy gives God's pattern for discipling the nations. Learn how to apply these principles
as you take the mountains God has assigned to you. (Also TH 5223)

MN 5743  Dynamic Preaching DVD/Textbook
Rev. Brick Cliff

Rev. Brick Cliff teaches on the art of preaching expository messages. Learn the dynamics, mechanics, and
techniques of successful expository preaching. Topics covered will include: The Need for Dynamic
Preaching, Character and Anointing, Illustrations and Sermon Topics, Organizing and Writing a Dynamic
Sermon, and Altar Calls and Outlines.

MN 5753 Prophetic Foundations Textbook/CD
Rev. Jon Jenkins

Rev. Jenkins, through his prophetic ministry teaches on last days necessities. The supplemental text is Kris
Valotton’s (of Bethel Church in Redding, California) Basic Training for the Prophetic.

MN 5763 New Creation Image Workbook/DVD/CD
Dr. A. L. Gill

Discover who we were created to be! This powerful revelation of righteousness releases believers from
defeating thoughts of guilt, condemnation, inferiority and inadequacy so they can be conformed to His image!
(Available in Spanish)

MN 5773 Authority of the Believer Workbook/DVD/CD
Dr. A. L. and Joyce Gill

The Creator revealed His eternal purpose for mankind when He said, "Let them have dominion!" You will
walk in a new boldness as you live in victory over Satan and demon powers in your daily life and ministry!
(Available in Spanish)

MN 5783 God's Provision for Healing Workbook/DVD/CD
Dr. A. L. and Joyce Gill

The book lays a solid Word foundation that will release faith for effectively receiving or ministering healing.
It presents the ministry of Jesus and the apostles as a pattern for healing today.
(Available in Spanish)

MN 5793 Prayer ~ Bringing Heaven to Earth Workbook/DVD/CD
Dr. A. L. and Joyce Gill

Discover how you can release God’s power, authority, kingdom and will to be done on earth as it is in
heaven. Through intercession, praying the Word, prayers of faith and agreement, you can change your life,
family and the world.
(Available in Spanish)

MN 5803 Praise And Worship Workbook/DVD/CD
Dr. A. L. and Joyce Gill

Reveals God’s life-changing, eternal purpose for praise and worship. Releases believers into thrilling Biblical
expressions of high praise in their daily lives. Believers will learn how to enter the overwhelming presence
of God in intimate worship.
(Available in Spanish)

MN 5813 Church Marketing Basics Textbook
Dr. Ron Horner
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NEW MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS

NM 0613 Church Marketing Basics 
Dr. Ron Horner

"If you mow the grass at your church, you’re marketing your church. If you don’t mow the grass at your 
church, you’re marketing your church."  Thus author and marketing expert Richard Reising describes the 
necessity of understanding why churches do what they do and how they can maximize resources and 
build their ministry without compromising their message. This course will cover various aspects of 
marketing including websites, newsletters, branding, special events, and more.  This course will be 
hands-on and will involve evaluation of your ministry and its marketing. (Also MN 5813)

NM 0503 Identifying Your Call and Purpose in Ministry Video
Dr. Earl B. Hall, Jr.

This course is an in depth discovery of what your true calling and passion is in ministry. You will learn 
the importance of having a targeted message to a targeted group of people that are ready to hear the 
message that God has placed in you. You will discover the importance of having a niche market based on 
your core passion to most effectively reach the people that God intends for you to minister to. 
Discovering your passion will show you exactly how you should minister to be the most effective for 
your followers.

NM 0513  Identifying Your Ideal Church Member Video
Dr. Earl B. Hall, Jr.

Knowing the demographics of the people that need your ministry is going to be a focus in this section. 
However, the demographics will only give you about 10% of what you need to effectively market and 
grow your ministry. In this course we will also identify the psychographics of your ideal church 
member which is the other 90% you need to identify to be successful. Here we get into understanding 
the problems, frustrations, and fears of the people that you are equipped to minister to.

NM 0523 How People Decide What Pastor to Follow Video
Dr. Earl B. Hall, Jr.

This vital course delves into the decision making process that all people go through before joining 
a church or ministry. This course shows you how to market and speak directly to the people that need 
and want to be a part of the ministry you will be building. Most ministry leaders never fully understand 
the vital principles of understanding the decision making process that people go through. Knowing this 
will unlock the exact way to reach all of the people that need to hear your message of Christ.
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This course provides you with the exact tools, tactics, and strategies to develop an effective internet
presence. You will discover the exact way to set up your website. You will discover exactly how to utilize
social media as well is simple video and audio production. Knowing this information will set your ministry
light years ahead and you will be able to drive traffic to your website and into your ministry directly.

NM 0543 Professional Copywriting for Expert Ministry Marketing Video
Dr. Earl B. Hall, Jr.
Copywriting is a skill that every ministry leader should master. Whether putting together a sermon, writing
a TV or Radio ad, or even an email you will need to be able to communicate effectively. This course will
show you the formula to use to get people to take action on what you saying.

NM 0553 Video Production for Effective Ministry Video
Dr. Earl B. Hall, Jr.
In the 21st century video plays an important role in marketing and growing a successful ministry. In this
course you will discover how to use simple video production and editing tools. With video people are able
to know, like, and trust you before they ever see you in person. It is the most effective way of growing a
ministry in our time.

NM 0563 Podcasting for a Thriving Ministry Video
Dr. Earl B. Hall, Jr.
This course provides an overview of video and podcasting techniques. You will discover the how to be able
to use tools like RSS, Google, and feedburner to draw in your audience. Also you will learn how to set up a
podcast on the largest podcast site in the world…iTunes.

NM 0573 Social Media for Dynamic Ministry Growth Video
Dr. Earl B. Hall, Jr.
Social media marketing is where and how you will be able to grow a thriving ministry. Social networking
is the number one activity done online and you will discover how to your this to market and grow your
ministry. This course will teach you the exact process to setup and use the major social networking sites to
market your ministry.

NM 0583 Effective Marketing for Your Ministry Video
Dr. Earl B. Hall, Jr.
This course will show you how to develop visual components to your marketing pieces. You will discover
the most effective way to layout an ad for print and for the web or email. This course will take what you
learned from copywriting and show you how to ad graphic components to it in order to get people to take
action.

NM 0593 Generating Revenue for Your Ministry Video
Dr. Earl B. Hall, Jr.
This course will demonstrate some of the ways to use all of the skills you have learned in order to generate
revenue for your ministry. You will learn the process of content and product creation for online
distribution. You will see actual case studies and examples of revenue generation for other successful
ministries.

NM 0603 Managing Online and Offline Ministry Growth Video
Dr. Earl B. Hall, Jr.
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This course provides strategies, processes, and practices for managing church growth. Key topics include
staffing the growing online and off line ministry and developing ministry growth strategies.

Stage 2 Courses

NM 0703 Defining Demographics and Psychographics for Your Ministry Video
Dr. Earl B. Hall, Jr.
Knowing the demographics of the people that need your ministry is going to be a focus in this section. In
this course we will also identify the psychographics of your ideal church member. Here we increase our
potential to understanding the problems, frustrations, and fears of the people that you are equipped to
minister to.

NM 0713 In-Depth Persuasion Marketing Video
Dr. Earl B. Hall, Jr.
This course provides you with the exact tools, tactics, and strategies to develop an effective internet
presence. You will discover the exact way to set up your website. You will discover exactly how to utilize
social media as well is simple video and audio production. Knowing this information will set your ministry
light years ahead and you will be able to drive traffic to your website and into your ministry directly.

NM 0723 Persuasive Writing for Marketing, Sermons, and Advertising Video
Dr. Earl B. Hall, Jr.
Copywriting is a skill that every ministry leader should master. Whether putting together a sermon, writing
a TV or Radio ad, or even an email you will need to be able to communicate effectively. This course will
show you the formula to use to get people to take action on what you saying.

NM 0733 Advanced Video Production for Effective Ministry Video
Dr. Earl B. Hall, Jr.
In the 21st century video plays an important role in marketing and growing a successful ministry. In this
course you will discover how to use simple video production and editing tools. With video people are able
to know, like, and trust you before they ever see you in person. It is the most effective way of growing a
ministry in our time.

NM 0743 Advanced Social Media Tactics Video
Dr. Earl B. Hall, Jr.
Social media marketing is where and how you will be able to grow a thriving ministry. Social networking
is the number one activity done online and you will discover how to your this to market and grow your
ministry. This course will teach you the exact process to setup and use the major social networking sites to
market your ministry and build a list of interested prospects.

NM 0753 The Psychology of Treating Your Ministry as a Craft Video
Dr. Earl B. Hall, Jr.
This course will open the psychology of treating your ministry as a craft. You will learn how to show that
you are the best at what you do. You will see how to express your gifts and calling with the belief and
understanding that you are the authority.

NM 0763 Effective Time Management Video
Dr. Earl B. Hall, Jr.
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As a ministry leader you will be pulled in many different directions. In this course you will learn how to
control what you take on and what you need to let go and delegate to others. You will see how to only work
on the things that are most important for the furthering of the ministry and the body of Christ as a whole.

NM 0773 Creating Time Saving Systems Video
Dr. Earl B. Hall, Jr.
Understanding key hardware and software systems will make administration much easier. In this course we
will show the systems that should be in place to effectively run a thriving ministry.
NM 0783 Advanced Lead Generation Video
Dr. Earl B. Hall, Jr.
Knowing how to generate more visitors and convert those visitors is essential. In this course you will learn
the tactics and strategies that literally work every time. In order for any ministry to grow new members must
consistently be coming in.

NM 0793 Advanced Ministry Product Creation Video
Dr. Earl B. Hall, Jr.
In this course we will show you how to create ebooks, audiobooks, and physical books that should be
published. Through the use of technology the time to create and sell products to fund your ministry has
been reduced. We will teach the software and systems that will enable you to create, distribute, and sell
your own ministry products at a professional level
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SPIRITUAL GROWTH DIVISION

SG 0513 The Purpose Driven Life*(Required) Textbook
Rick Warren/Dr. Fabienne Naomi-Smith

This course is a priceless gift for all who want to know their purpose and fulfill their destiny. It is absolutely
brilliant at explaining our real purpose on earth and stating profound truths in simple ways.
(Available in Spanish: Una Vida con Proposito)

SG 0523 Leadership Training Audio
Dr. Jerry Phelps

This course is a study of the principles of successful leadership.

SG 0533 Pathway to Worship I and II Audio
Dr. Annette Sasser

This course helps the student develop a process whereby he or she can engage into true worship with God.
It includes, but is not limited to: removing hindrances to worship, setting the mind to worship, and avenues
to worship.

SG 0553 The Maturing of the Saints Audio
Dr. Kurt Huth

This is a study showing the stages of growth and maturity of Christians as they learn more of the Word of
God.

SG 0563 Growing in Grace Audio
Dr. Larry Nylin

This course deals with the growth of the Christian life based on the grace of God.

SG 0573 Love and The Gifts Audio
Dr. M. R. Burckley

We know that the Gifts practiced without love are as sounding brass and clanging cymbals. This course
teaches the importance of love when ministering in the gifts of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, and
explains how our God given temperaments blend with the gifts given to us.

SG 0583 Practical Aspects of Christianity and Christian Growth and Development Audio
Dr. Randy Hayes and Dr. Harold Vick

This course deals with the practical aspects of Christianity as well as gives a practical introduction by Dr.
Harold Vick to the discipline of the Christian life including daily study of the Word, prayer, fasting, study
habits, and financial stewardship.

SG 0593 The Joy of Being a Disciple Audio
Dr. Ronald L. Campbell

Christians need not walk around with long faces. This course shows that when one comes to Christ, he
discovers that Jehovah is a God of Covenant. Because of the New Covenant, Christians can experience joy
in their Christian life.

SG 5103 Could You Not Tarry One Hour? *(Required) Textbook
Dr. Larry Lea/Dr. Max O. Flynn

This book deals with the pursuit and discovery of Dr. Larry Lea of the highest calling of all—the call to pray.
It also shares what the Lord revealed to him, which he shared with the Body of Christ through his Prayer
clinics.
(Available in Spanish: ¿Ni tan sólo una hora?)
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SG 5113 From Defeat to Victory Healing School Textbook
Emily Dotson/Dr. Max O. Flynn

This book is the true story of one woman’s fight to survive lupus, and overcome all the forces of darkness
that sought to destroy her life. Her faith and courage will teach and challenge you to do the same. This book
will change and revolutionize the life of all who will believe it and apply it to their lives as well.

SG 5123 Communion with God *(either SG 5123 or SG 5133 may be taken) Textbook
Mark Virkler/Dr. Max O. Flynn

This is the most practical course in the world today that teaches people how to hear God’s voice and to see
divine visions. This course will bring you into the experience of two-way dialogue with Almighty God.
(Available in Spanish: Comunión con Dios)

SG 5133 4 Keys to Hearing God’s Voice (formerly “How To Hear God's Voice” *(Required) Textbook
Drs. Mark and Patti Virkler

You can be totally confident in your ability to hear the voice of God. The Lord Himself said, "My sheep hear
My voice" (John 10:27). This course will teach you how to clearly hear God’s voice through: 1) quieting
yourself down, 2) looking unto Jesus, 3) tuning into spontaneous thoughts, and 4) writing down what He
speaks which will enable you to discerned His voice (1 Corinthians 2). It is revolutionary as well as that
simple. This course will teach you to confidently rest, rely and know what He has spoken to you.

SG 5143 Prayers That Heal The Heart  Textbook
Mark and Patti Virkler/Dr. Max O. Flynn

In This book Dr. Virkler teaches a series of seven specific prayers that will break bondages within your heart
caused by spiritual forces. These prayers include breaking generational sins and curses; severing ungodly
soul ties; removing negative beliefs and inner vows; healing traumatic scenes; and casting out demonic
energy that has connected itself to these inner wounds of the heart and soul.
(Available in Spanish: Oraciones Que Sanan el Corazón). (Also listed as CC 5373)

SG 5153 Driven by Eternity  Textbook
John Bevere/Dr. Beth McLemore

The purpose of this course is to reveal an eternal perspective to motivate believers to labor for what endures,
and to draw seekers to salvation and Kingdom living.

SG 5163 The Normal Christian Life *(Required) Textbook
Watchman Nee/Dr. Max O. Flynn

In this book, Watchman Nee teaches us who are in Christ what Christ did for us, and how to live by His
power within us. He instructs us on the power of the blood, the power of the cross, God’s eternal purpose,
and the goal of the Gospel.

SG 5173 Victory Over The Darkness  Textbook
Neil T. Anderson/Dr. Nancy C. Drawdy

This course shows that you can have victory over darkness by knowing who you are in Christ. You will
learn to Realize the power of your identity in Christ, to Free yourself from the burdens of your past, to stand
against the spiritual forces of this world, to win the battle for your mind, to become the spiritual person you
want to be, and to discover the truth about God’s view of you.

SG 5183 Under Cover—The Promise of Protection Under His Authority Textbook
John Bevere/Dr. Max O. Flynn

There is a secret place where there is assured liberty, provision, and protection. Yet many people do not
enjoy these benefits and instead, due to ignorance, they seek freedom and security outside of it. This course
exposes subtle yet rampant tactics that the enemy uses to pull believers away from God’s shelter.
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SG 5193 The Anointing: Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow 
R. T. Kendall/Dr. Max O. Flynn

In this book, drawing on the Bible, especially the lives of Saul, Samuel, and David, as well as his own
experience, Dr. R. T. Kendall gives you some eye-opening examples of how the anointing works and the
problems that arise when those anointed yesterday conflict with those anointed today. This book is very
insightful and extremely balanced between the Word and the Spirit.

SG 5203 Your River Must Flow I  Textbook
Albert Gengenback/Dr. Max O. Flynn

In this book experienced teacher Albert Gengenbach presents the simple biblical principles established by
the Lord that will enable any Christian to live the powerful New Testament lifestyle and perform the great
works Jesus promised in John 14:12-14. Based on the book Your River Must Flow by Al Gengenbach.
(Available in Spanish: Isu Rio Debe Flouir!)

SG 5213 The Three Battlegrounds Textbook
Francis Frangipane/Dr. Roger Clark

This course gives an in-depth view of the three arenas of spiritual warfare: the mind, the church, and the
heavenly places.

SG 5223 Excellence in Character  Textbook
Dr. Robb Thompson/Dr. Fabienne Naomi-Smith

This course will help the student explore what God has to say about pursuing excellent character.

SG 5233 The Making of a Champion Textbook
Lester Sumrall/Dr. Max O. Flynn

This course deals with examples of ordinary people who knew the secrets of becoming a victorious Christian.

SG 5253 Battlefield of the Mind  Textbook
Joyce Meyer/Dr. Fabienne Naomi-Smith

In this powerful book, Joyce Meyer will guide the student through an honest self-appraisal by sharing the
trials, tragedies, and ultimate victories of her own marriage, family and ministry—including the truth she
learned about what she was thinking and feeling every step of the way. (Additional book: Battlefield of the
Mind Strategy Guide.
(Available in Spanish: El Campo De La Batalla De La Mente)

SG 5263 Unreasonable Worship Audio
Dr. Kurt Huth

This course is a study of worship from the heart rather than reason.

SG 5273 The Bait of Satan *(Required) Textbook
John Bevere/Dr. Max O. Flynn

This course exposes one of the most deceptive snares (an offense) that Satan uses to entrap Christians to get
them out of the will of God. Most people who are ensnared by Satan do not even realize it.
(Available in Spanish: La Trampa de Satanas)

SG 5283 Blessing or Curse Textbook
Derek Prince

Derek Prince thoroughly outlines the cause and effect relationship in bringing about blessing or curses upon
our lives and upon our families. He also walks you through identifying possible curses and finding freedom
through the work of Christ. Highly recommended! (Additional book: Ten Curses That Block the Blessing by
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Larry Huch)
(Available in Spanish: Bendicion o Maldicion  ¡Usted puede escoger!)

SG 5293 Supernatural Living Textbook
A.L. and Joyce Gill/Dr. Max O. Flynn

This course will take the student on a journey that will enable him to operate in all nine gifts of the Holy
Spirit. From an intimate relationship with the Holy Spirit, each person will discover the joy of walking in
the supernatural on a daily basis.

SG 5303 The Power of Praise and Worship Textbook
Dr. Terry Law

Discover this source of power. Receive your healing through praise. Experience God’s miracle power today.

SG 5313 Angels Textbook
Dr. Terry Law

While New Age books teach about unscriptural and occultic angelic visitations, Terry Law reveals the truth.
He says that angels are involved in the lives of believers. This collection of true stories from around the
world will astonish readers.

SG 5333 Breaking Generational Curses Textbook
Dr. Marilyn Hickey

Take the Test! Do you or someone in your family: 1) exhibit high levels of anger; 2) suffer from mental
illness, 3) have a history of abuse, or 4) experience a high number of personal failures? This could be a
generational curse. Now is the time to shatter the past and take control of the future!

SG 5343 Walking in Victory Workbook
Norman Robertson

With over 12 informative lessons covering 12 powerful subjects this teaching workbook is designed to give
you a strong foundation for a Victorious Christian Life. Subjects include: Salvation, the Holy Spirit,
Baptism, Communion, Faith, Prayer and Worship. We guarantee that your knowledge will soar, your faith
will increase and Jesus will become more real in your life.

SG 5353 The Hour that Changes the World Textbook
Dr. Dick Eastman

Dick Eastman is the president of Every Home for Christ, a ministry committed to bringing the Gospel
message to every home in the world. In this series, Dr. Eastman teaches how prayer can unlock every closed
door and open the way for the Gospel to be proclaimed. He also teaches how prayer effectiveness is closely
tied to intimacy with God. This study deals with the Power of Prayer, the Practice of Prayer and the Purpose
of Prayer. (Assigned book: With Christ in the School of Prayer, Andrew Murray)

SG 5413 The Dynamic Duo - The Holy Spirit and You Textbook
Rick Renner

If the cry of your heart is to walk as Jesus walked and to know the power of the Holy Spirit, this is the right
course! In this course you will discover your role as a partner with the Spirit, His guidance for your life, the
ten responsibilities of the Spirit, His personality and desires and much more. (Assigned book: The Holy
Spirit My Senior Partner, D Y. Cho)

SG 5423 Counseled By God Textbook
Dr. Mark Virkler

God's Spirit is a "Wonderful Counselor". We will let God speak to our hearts and counsel us about the basic
emotional pressures of life. These include anger, doubt, depression, condemnation and inferiority. We will
learn to let God replace these with His opposites, as His voice releases His grace within our hearts. Those
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whom the Son sets free are free indeed.
(Available in Spanish: Aconsejado por Dios)

SG 5443 Glory – Experiencing the Atmosphere of Heaven 
Ruth Ward Heflin

As air is the atmosphere of earth, glory is the atmosphere of Heaven. It lifts us up above the earthly, into the
very presence of God. If you capture the principles of praise, worship and glory you will never be the same!
And once you move into the glory realm, anything becomes possible. God’s pattern is: praise until the spirit
of worship comes, worship until the glory comes, then stand in the glory!

SG 5453 Ministers of the Anointing II Textbook/DVD
Al Gengenbach/Dr. Max O. Flynn

A continuation of the principles discussed in the book Your River Must Flow by Albert Gengenbach which
presents the simple biblical principles established by the Lord that will enable any Christian to live the
powerful New Testament lifestyle and perform the great works Jesus promised in John 14:12-14.

SG 5483 Release the Power of Jesus Textbook
Bill Johnson

...For the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy (Revelation 19:10). Telling others about the miracles
in your life makes God more real for others and causes faith to explode in those who hear what God has
done for you. You will discover how to: Encourage His mercy in everyone around you. Leave a legacy of
God s work in your life. Live under the influence of His mighty presence. Release the presence of God
everywhere you go. Learn how your personal God stories will set your world on fire as you release the power
of Jesus today! (Additional Book: When Heaven Invades Earth by Bill Johnson)
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THEOLOGY DIVISION

TH 0513 The Armor of God Audio
Dr. R. Clifton Drawdy

This is an in-depth study of Ephesians 6:10-18—The Armor of God.

TH 0523 The Doctrines of God and Salvation Audio
Dr. R. Clifton Drawdy

This is a study of the revelation God has given of Himself, His existence, nature, names, attributes, and
works; and the study of the nature, work, and divinity of Christ. Also, it is a study of the different aspects
of Salvation, Justification, Sanctification, Redemption, Adoption, and the New Birth.

TH 0533 The Doctrine of The Holy Spirit Audio
Dr. Paul Kirk

This course also deals with the works, ministry, fruit, baptism, and gifts of the Holy Spirit.

TH 0543 Homiletics and Important Bible Doctrines Audio
Dr. Ronald E. Drawdy and Dr. Kurt Huth

This study deals with the different styles of preaching and the most important Bible doctrines.

TH 0553 The Doctrines of Victory and Prayer Audio
Dr. Randy Hayes and Dr. Craig Lokken

This course deals with the scriptural formula for victory in the Christian life and presents a study of various
prayers recorded in the Scriptures, and the result of those prayers.

TH 0563 The Doctrines of Man and Sin Audio
Dr. R. Clifton Drawdy

This is a study of man, God’s creation, which includes the Divine purpose for man as created in God’s
image; as a living soul; in his primitive state; then, alienated from God by voluntary disobedience and
finally as the object of God’s redeeming grace. This course includes a study of the origin, nature,
universality, guilt, and penalty of sin.

TH 0573 The Doctrine of Last Things Audio
Dr. R. Clifton Drawdy

This is a study of the events of the final days of man, including the various interpretations of how the end
times will develop.

TH 0583 The Law of Identification and The Fruit of the Spirit Audio
Dr. Bob Dean and Dr. Randy Hayes

This course is designed to teach all of the benefits afforded to the Christian through the cross, and an
in-depth study of the “Fruit of the Spirit” as found in Galatians, chapter five, verses twenty-two through
twenty-six.

TH 0593 The Origin and The Object of the Word Audio
Dr. E. Cecil Griffin

This course relates to the origin of the Word of God and deals with the object of that Word.

TH 5103 Spiritual Laws of Truth Audio
Dr. Lary Goss
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This course is designed to promote stability in Christians by instructing them in the Spiritual Laws of Truth
as found in the Word of God.

TH 5113 Evangelical Theology Textbook
Karl Barth/Dr. R. Clifton Drawdy

Evangelical theology is concerned with Immanuel, God With Us! Having this God for its object, it can be
nothing else but the most thankful and happy science.

TH 5123 Comparative Religions and Hermeneutics Audio
Dr. Craig Lokken

This course gives an analysis of the major world religions in comparison to Christianity, and detail rules for
studying the Word of God.

TH 5133 The Life and Times of Jesus The Messiah Textbook
Albert Edusiteim/Dr. M. R. Burckley

This course will give the student a thorough understanding of the life and ministry of Christ as it introduces
a vivid background of the Jewish social and religious life of Christ’s time and includes an overview of the
Four Gospels.

TH 5143 Jesus: Lord and Savior Textbook
F. F. Bruce/Dr. M. R. Burckley

This course explores the Jesus story in light of contemporary scholarship and Christian conviction. The
author answers the question, “Who is Jesus, anyway?”. Biblical evidence is examined as to who Jesus was,
what His ministry was like, and how He related to His disciples and other Jews. It also considers His last
meal, His arrest and trial, and His resurrection. This course will help the student recognize Jesus as the Son
of God, the Incarnate Word, and Lord and Savior.

TH 5153 The Names of God Audio
Dr. M. R. Burckley

This course is an overview of the names of God the Father, the names and titles of God the Son, and the
names and titles of God the Holy Spirit as they are found in the Old and New Testaments; and shows how
they relate to us and how we are to use these names in prayer.

TH 5163 Man’s Two Lives Audio
Dr. Kurt Huth

This course is a study of man’s life in sin and man’s life in redemption.

TH 5173 Religious Sacred Cows Textbook
Dr. Kurt Huth

This is a study of doctrines of great controversy in organized religion of today. Examples are: The Trinity;
Are Women Allowed to Preach; The Baptism with the Holy Spirit; Once Saved Always Saved; The Lord’s
Supper; and many more.

TH 5183 From the Cross to the Throne Audio
Dr. Kurt Huth

This is a dramatic study of all Jesus did in and for us in His journey to the cross and ultimately being seated
at the right hand of the Majesty on High. This course covers such things as Jesus’ preparation for His great
sacrifice at Gethsemane; all He endured at His trail; His execution on the Altar of the Cross; the Rent Veil
and all the repercussions from that event; the Three Days and Three Nights that He spent in the grave; His
Resurrection; His Ascending to the Father; and much more.
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TH 5193 The Gospel of the Kingdom Textbook
George Eldon Ladd/Dr. Max O. Flynn

This course shows clearly that the theme of the coming Kingdom of God was the message of our Lord’s
ministry and mission. The Teachings of Jesus were designed to show men how they might enter the
Kingdom of God.

TH 5203 The Doctrine of Scriptures Audio
Dr. R. Clifton Drawdy

This course is a study of the origin, formation, authority, inerrancy, and inspiration of the Scriptures.

TH 5213  The Seven Mountain Strategy I Video
Lance Wallnau

Christians are meant to demonstrate God in every sphere of society, not just within the church. Learn from
Lance as he teaches these five thought-provoking sessions and explores the seven strategic areas of
influence in society, which shape the culture of every nation. (Additional book: The Seven Mountain
Prophecy by Johnny Enloe) (Also MN 5603)

TH 5223  Seven Mountain Strategy II Video/Textbook
Landa Cope

The book of Deuteronomy gives God's pattern for discipling the nations. Using the book, “The Old
Testament Template”, by Landa Cope, learn how to apply these principles as you take the mountains God
has assigned to you. (Also MN 5733)
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